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Armstrong, Louis

Louis Armstrong
Jazz musician and entertainer
Armstrong rose from poverty to become a beloved
international celebrity. His virtuoso trumpet playing
and innovative scat singing revolutionized jazz. His
joyous and infectious showmanship left an indelible
legacy on American entertainment.
Born: August 4, 1901; New Orleans, Louisiana Died:
July 6, 1971; Corona, Queens, New York Also
known as: Daniel Louis Armstrong; Satchmo;
Pops; Ambassador Satch
Areas of achievement: Music: bandleading;
Music: jazz; Music: spirituals
Early Life
Daniel Louis Armstrong (LEW-ee) was born August 4,
1901, in New Orleans. He later believed he had been
born on July 4, 1900, but church records discovered after
his death revealed his true birth date. His father was Wil
liam Armstrong, a factory worker, and his mother was
fifteen-year-old Mary Ann Albert, known as Mayann.
His parents were not married.

Armstrong was raised in the squalid “Back o’ Town”
neighborhood. Back o’ Town bordered Storyville, the
notorious red-light district where prostitution had been
legalized by city ordinance in 1897. The blocks between
white Storyville and Back o’Town served as the red-light
equivalent for African Americans, and Mayann occa
sionally worked as a prostitute. Armstrong also lived
with his grandmother and his younger sister, Beatrice.
The family mostly lived in a one-room apartment on
Perdido Street.
Armstrong sang in church choirs from an early age.
When he was about seven, he was befriended by the
Karnofsky family, Jewish immigrants from Lithuania,
who bought him his first cornet—an instrument simi
lar to a trumpet but with a somewhat smaller range.
Storyville was populated with musicians who played in
brothels and dance clubs and on the streets. Armstrong
imitated the cornet players who were leading the early
development of jazz: Buddy Bolden, who startled the
city with his brazen trumpet flourishes before succumb
ing to mental illness in 1907; the more mellow Bunk
57
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Armstrong, Louis
Johnson; and Joe “King” Oliver, who fronted the best
bands with his fiery, well-crafted compositions. Arm
strong left the Fisk School for Boys in fifth grade and
joined a quartet of street-corner musicians.
Throughout his life, Armstrong’s career was marked
as much by setbacks as by good fortune. During a New
Year’s celebration in 1913, Armstrong discharged a pis
tol he had borrowed from one of his mother’s customers.
He immediately was arrested and sent to the Colored
Waif’s Home, a reform school. There, his talent for mu
sic was quickly recognized, and he was installed as firstchair cornetist in the school band. Armstrong added clas
sical pieces to the musical knowledge he had developed
on the New Orleans streets: blues, ragtime, spirituals,
snatches of Italian arias. He practiced diligently. When
he was released on June 16, 1914, Armstrong was re
cruited to play in a Storyville honky-tonk. Jazz was
emerging from its ragtime and blues roots as a distinctive
style of music. As a cornetist, Armstrong played in his
band’s front line with clarinet and trombone, making up
the distinctive contrapuntal sound of New Orleans.
Life’s Work
On November 12, 1917, prostitution was outlawed in
Storyville. Work for musicians in Storyville’s brothels
and clubs dried up, and jazz musicians were compelled to
seek employment on Mississippi steamboats and in the
North. Their migration had the effect of disseminating

Louis Armstrong. (Library of Congress)
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their music. Armstrong made ends meet delivering coal
before landing a spot in trombonist Edward “Kid” Ory’s
band, the Brown Skinned Babies. He also married his
first wife, Daisy Parker, a prostitute. The marriage soon
fell apart, and in 1919, Armstrong left New Orleans to
join Fate Marabel’s Mississippi River steamboat band. In
1922, Armstrong joined King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band
in Chicago. His first known recording was “Chimes
Blues” with the Oliver band in 1923. The recording
reveals that Armstrong had already become a powerful
soloist, with bold melodic lines, versatile technique, and
a standout tone.
In 1923, Armstrong divorced Daisy and married Lil
Hardin, an accomplished jazz pianist. Hardin persuaded
Armstrong to join the country’s leading jazz orchestra,
the Fletcher Henderson band, in Harlem, New York. In
Chicago and New York, Armstrong was exposed to the
latest developments in jazz; he amazed his bandmates
with his swinging melodies and blistering improvisa
tions. Armstrong also switched from the cornet to the
trumpet. Over the next few years, he made recordings in
Chicago with small groups organized for this purpose—
his Hot Five and Hot Seven bands. These recordings
transformed jazz.
The first Hot Five recordings in 1925 were reminis
cent of traditional New Orleans jazz, with the front line
of clarinet, trumpet, and trombone engaged in collec
tive improvisation. As the Hot Five made more record
ings, Armstrong’s riveting trumpet
emerged as the unmistakable center
piece of the ensemble. His solos were
daring, soaring, with bold articula
tion and attack. Armstrong also sang
on several of the recordings, and his
famous gravelly voice became an
other instrument in the group. Jazz
musicians nationwide tried to imitate
Armstrong’s technique of telling a
story through his horn. In 1928, Arm
strong and his band recorded with the
innovative pianist Earl “Fatha” Hines.
Their brilliant “West End Blues” and
contemplative “Weatherbird” are out
standing among Armstrong’s work.
Beginning in 1929, Armstrong
fronted his own orchestra in Chicago
and on tour. His most acclaimed songs
from this early period include “Ma
hogany Hall Stomp,” “St. Louis
Blues,” “Ain’t Misbehavin’,” and
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“Blue Again.” He also recorded nov
Armstrong’s Musical Legacy
elty numbers such as “I’m a Ding
Dong Daddy (from Dumas)” and
Louis Armstrong’s musical legacy comprises two important facets: his vir
“(I’ll Be Glad When You’re Dead)
tuosity and his showmanship. He is considered by many musicologists as the
You Rascal You.” He made moving
most influential figure in the history of jazz. In his Hot Five and Hot Seven
recordings of the late 1920’s, Armstrong melded the contrapuntal styling of
recordings of Tin Pan Alley hits such
traditional New Orleans jazz with the more individual approaches showcased
as Hoagy Carmichael’s “Stardust”
in Chicago and New York City. This amalgam allowed for the emergence of a
and “Lazy River.” Armstrong’s con
virtuosic soloist, supported by a well-knit ensemble. Armstrong’s playing was
cert repertoire featured sentimental
more rhythmically free, more melodically daring, and more capable of emo
songs that recalled his New Orleans
tional expression than that of any of his contemporaries. His solos represent a
heritage, including “Shine,” “Black
perennial source of inspiration for jazz musicians in their astounding range,
and Blue,” “St. James Infirmary,”
choice of notes, and coherent storytelling. Great jazz trumpeters from Roy
“When the Saints Go Marching In,”
Eldridge and Dizzy Gillespie to Miles Davis and Wynton Marsalis learned
and “When It’s Sleepy Time Down
from Armstrong’s mastery of his instrument. Scat singing—possibly invented
South.”
or at least popularized by Armstrong—was perfected by Ella Fitzgerald, with
Over the rest of his career, Arm
whom Armstrong made several recordings in the 1950’s.
Armstrong also brought his love of musical entertainment to the widest
strong explored many other endeav
possible audience. He was heavily influenced by his roots in New Orleans,
ors. He appeared in some thirty films
where Creole music mixed with Italian opera, ragtime, spirituals, blues, fu
and television shows and wrote doz
neral marches, quadrilles, field hollers, and work songs, and musical culture
ens of articles, letters, and an autobi
was inextricably linked with parades, costumes, and physicality. Armstrong
ography. Joe Glaser became his man
was a great musical showman who brought the exuberance of New Orleans to
ager in 1934, and the two began a
every performance.
lifetime partnership. After divorcing
Hardin, Armstrong took a third wife,
Alpha Smith, then divorced her to
marry Lucille Wilson in 1942. Arm
him only as a jovial entertainer. On September 24, 1957,
strong and Lucille resided in Corona, Queens, New
Eisenhower sent federal troops to Little Rock to enforce
York, for the remainder of his life.
desegregation; Armstrong sent a telegram congratulat
The end of World War II also saw the end of the big
ing the president.
band era, and the Armstrong orchestra was reduced to
Despite these actions, Armstrong often was accused
a six-piece band, Louis Armstrong and His All-Stars.
of subservience to whites. In part, his reputation was
Armstrong was hostile to postwar jazz innovations such
shaped by the sharp divide between his public and pri
as bebop and instead focused on popular favorites, scor
vate lives. Publicly, he cultivated an easygoing, pleasant
ing hits such as “Blueberry Hill,” “Mack the Knife,” and
persona. In private, he smoked marijuana regularly, suf
“Hello, Dolly!” His 1967 recording of “What a Wonder
fered chronic lip ailments because of his unorthodox
ful World” became a classic, as Armstrong’s vocals ex
trumpet embouchure (mouth musculature and position),
press his optimistic spirit. His voice resounds with the
and was intensely competitive with other musicians.
moving vibrato that also was a hallmark of his trumpet
Armstrong felt the sting of racism but believed he could
playing.
best contribute to race relations with his musicianship
Armstrong’s popularity led him to became a goodwill
and his integrated bands.
ambassador to countries around the world. The U.S.
On July 6, 1971, Armstrong died of heart failure. His
State Department supported him on tours to Europe,
funeral was attended by dignitaries and celebrities and
Asia, and Africa. However, he bristled at injustice at
broadcast throughout the world.
home. In 1957, Arkansas governor Orval Faubus mobi
lized the state’s National Guard to prevent nine African
Significance
American students (known as the Little Rock Nine) from
Armstrong is a dominant figure in the history of Ameri
integrating Little Rock Central High School. In a news
can jazz and popular culture. His melodic inventiveness
paper interview on September 7, Armstrong called Presi
and rhythmic dynamism influenced nearly every major
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower “gutless” for not interven
jazz figure who followed him. Popular singers of the
ing. Armstrong’s comments shocked many who knew
59
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1940’s, 1950’s, and 1960’s were influenced by his dis
tinctive voice, phrasing, and sense of swing.
Armstrong was perhaps the best known African Amer
ican of his age, both in the United States and abroad. Al
though he was criticized by some for not speaking out
more vigorously about civil rights, he was a force for
equality in his personal life. Through his music and his
charisma, Armstrong became a symbol of good feeling
and infectious optimism. He had hit records in every de
cade from the 1920’s through the 1960’s.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Armstrong, Louis. Satchmo: My Life in New Orleans.
1954. Reprint. New York: Da Capo Press, 1986.
Armstrong’s frank autobiography describes his im
poverished upbringing and musical influences.
Giddens, Gary. Satchmo: The Genius of Louis Arm
strong. New York: Da Capo Press, 2001. Analyzes
Armstrong’s pervasive influence on twentieth cen
tury music. With photographs and a discography.
Meckna, Michael. Satchmo: The Louis Armstrong Ency
clopedia. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2004.
Contains numerous entries covering every aspect of
Armstrong’s life, music, acting, and writing.
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Schuller, Gunther. Early Jazz: Its Roots and Musical De
velopment. New York: Oxford University Press, 1986.
Unstinting in his praise of Armstrong’s early record
ings, Schuller finds little to like in what he considers
Armstrong’s “commercialized,” big band work.
Teachout, Terry. Pops: A Life of Louis Armstrong. New
York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2009. A balanced
and positive view of Armstrong written by an art critic
and cultural historian. Teachout emphasizes the con
tinuing significance of Armstrong’s music and his
courage on civil rights issues.
Ward, Geoffrey, and Ken Burns. Jazz: A History of Amer
ica’s Music. New York: Alfred Knopf, 2000. Lavishly
illustrated companion to Burns’s award-winning doc
umentary on jazz. Armstrong’s pervasive influence is
reflected in every chapter.
Williams, Martin. The Jazz Tradition. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1993. Williams, the former director
of the Jazz and American Culture Program at the
Smithsonian, explains Armstrong’s rhythmic innova
tions and blues phrasings.
See also: Lillian Hardin Armstrong; Duke Ellington;
Ella Fitzgerald; Dizzy Gillespie; Earl Hines; King Ol
iver; Cootie Williams.
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James Presley Ball
Daguerreotypist, businessman, and abolitionist burgh and opened a photography studio in Richmond,
Ball was one of the most skilled and successful
creators of daguerreotypes, precursors to
modern film photographs.
Born: 1825; Frederick County, Virginia
Died: May 4, 1904; Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii
Also known as: J. P. Ball
Area of achievement: Art and photography
Early Life
James Presley Ball was born in 1825 in Frederick County,
Virginia, to William and Susan Ball. His parents were
free people of color who had been married in 1815. Wil
liam worked as a stevedore loading and unloading ships on
the Ohio River. He and Susan had four children; James
Presley Ball was the second oldest.
As a young man, Ball visited the well-known resort spa
at White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia. During that visit,
Ball learned the art of daguerreotype from an African
American daguerreotypist, John Bailey from Boston.
Daguerreotype was invented in 1839 and was the first
method of photography. In daguerreotype, a reverse image
is impressed on silver-coated copper plates treated by
chemicals to be light-sensitive. The process was intricate
and time consuming and required great skill.
Around 1845, Ball moved to Cincinnati, Ohio, and
opened a daguerreotype studio. He probably chose Cin
cinnati because it was an artistic center of the Mid
west and also a center of abolitionism, as Ball was a
vocal opponent of slavery. However, because of a lack
of business, the studio closed in only three months.
Ball then worked as a traveling daguerreotypist in Pitts84

Virginia. He returned to Cincinnati in 1849 to open an
other studio and hired his brother, Thomas, to run
the shop. That same year, Ball married his first wife,
Virginia. They would have two children, James
Presley, Jr., and Victoria.
Life’s Work
Ball’s Cincinnati studio was a success. Ball
exhibited his work at the Ohio State Fair and at the
Ohio Mechanics Exhibition. In 1851, he moved his
studio to expansive quarters at 28 West Fourth Street,
one of the most exclusive streets in Cincinnati. He
called his new studio Ball’s Great Daguerrian Gallery
of the West. The studio occupied three floors and
included a salon room measuring 20 feet by 40 feet,
lavishly decorated with gold leaf, woven carpet, and
two large gilt mirrors. Lining the walls were statues,
six paintings by African American artist Robert
Duncanson, and a sampling of Ball’s da
guerreotypes. By 1854, his studio had nine
employees and was doing a daily business in excess of
one hundred dollars, considerable revenue at the time.
His studio was reputed for its fine instruments and
materials. His daguerreotypes were admired for
their accuracy and finesse. Numerous celebrities
came to his shop to have their daguerreotypes taken,
including Frederick Douglass, the family of Ulysses
S. Grant, and singer Jenny Lind. Ball opened a second
studio with his brother in-law, Alexander Thomas. The
studio was destroyed in a tornado in May, 1860, but
was profitable enough to be rebuilt.
In addition to his commercial success, Ball used
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his photography to advance his abolitionist beliefs. In
particular he commissioned the painting of a vast pan
orama titled Ball’s Splendid Mammoth Pictorial Tour
of the United States Comprising Views of the African
Slave Trade; of Northern and Southern Cities; of Cotton
and Sugar Plantations; of the Mississippi, Ohio and
Susquehanna Rivers, Niagara Falls, &c. The panorama—
which has not survived—consisted of fifty-three scenes
depicting the horrors of the slave trade and slavery. Ball
hired a team of African American artists to execute his
vision. Achilles Pugh, a Quaker, wrote an antislavery
pamphlet describing each scene of the panorama. The
panorama was displayed by rolling it between two widely
spaced poles. Ball exhibited the panorama in several
states.
In 1856, Ball toured Europe. Upon returning to the
United States, he opened a studio with African American
photographer Robert Harlan. Ball reached his greatest
success in the Civil War, as he was in great demand to
photograph soldiers and their families. However, in 1862
he divorced his wife after a violent spat. In 1864, he mar
ried Fannie Cage.
Apparently because of increasing competition and
declining revenues, Ball dissolved his partnerships and
decided to take his daguerreotype studios elsewhere.
From 1871 to 1875, he lived in Greenville, Mississippi.
In 1880, he moved to Vidalia, Louisiana, where he
bought and sold real estate. In 1886, he moved to Min
neapolis, Minnesota, where he married Annie Ewing
and worked as a wide-ranging photographer. In 1888,
Ball moved to Helena, Montana, where he continued
his work. In 1901, he moved to Seattle to open the
Globe Photo Studio. The next year, he developed se
vere rheumatism and moved to the warmer climate of
Hawaii seeking relief. He died in Honolulu two years
later. Ball’s daguerreotypes are owned by the Cincin
nati Museum Center and other museums throughout the
country.

Ball, James Presley
Significance
Ball was one of the most talented and skilled daguerreo
typists of his time. He also was an ambitious entrepre
neur. As a result, he owned numerous daguerreotype
studios in various states. Ball’s daguerreotypes were
admired for their accuracy and delicacy, and he achieved
great success as a daguerreotype portraitist. Ball also was
an ardent abolitionist who used his artistic skill and
wealth to create a vast piece of antislavery artwork.
— Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Kelbaugh, Ross. Introduction to African American Pho
tographs, 1840-1950: Identification, Research, Care,
and Collecting. Gettysburg, Pa.: Thomas, 2005. A
history of the daguerreotypography and photography
of African Americans. Chapter 2 includes a detailed
and fascinating re-creation of a family visit to Ball’s
studio to have their daguerreotype taken.
Ketner, Joseph. The Emergence of the African-American
Artist: Robert S. Duncanson 1821-1872. Columbia:
University of Missouri Press, 1994. Duncanson was
the first major African American artist and a collabo
rator of Ball on such projects as the mammoth anti
slavery panorama.
Sullivan, Gorge. Black Artists in Photography, 1840
1940. New York: Dutton Juvenile, 1996. A young
adult book containing biographies of pioneering Afri
can American photographers, including Ball.
Willis, Deborah, ed. J. P. Ball: Daguerrean and Studio
Photographer. New York: Garland, 1993. Monograph
on the life and work of Ball. With reproductions of
224 of his daguerreotypes and photographs, the pam
phlet that accompanied the mammoth pictorial tour
panorama, and an annotated bibliography.
See also: Roy DeCarava; Austin Hansen; Gordon Parks,
Sr.; James Van Der Zee; Ernest Withers.
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Bolin, Jane Matilda

Jane Matilda Bolin

Copyright 2011. Salem Press.
All rights reserved. May not be reproduced in any form without permission from the publisher, except fair uses permitted under U.S. or applicable copyright law.

Judge and lawyer
Bolin was the first African American woman in the
history of the United States to serve as a judge, as
well as the first African American woman member
of the New York City Bar Association and the first
African American to serve as a New York City
assistant corporation counsel. She was on the
bench of New York family court for forty years.
Born: April 11, 1908; Poughkeepsie, New York
Died: January 8, 2007; Long Island City, Queens,
New York
Also known as: Jane Bolin
Area of achievement: Law
Early Life
Jane Matilda Bolin (BOH-lihn) was the youn
gest of four children of Gaius Charles Bolin
and Matilda Ingram Emery Bolin. Her father
was of mixed African American and Native
American ancestry and was the first African
American graduate of Williams College. Ga
ius became a prominent Poughkeepsie law
yer and the president of the Dutchess County
Bar Association. He also was a civil rights ac
tivist who was instrumental in establishing a
Dutchess County chapter of the National As
sociation for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) in 1931. Jane Bolin’s
mother, Matilda, was a white woman from
England who died when Bolin was only eight
years old.
Bolin grew up in comfortable circumstances
but still was affected by a legacy of racism.
She was profoundly affected by articles and
photographs of lynchings in The Crisis, the
publication of the NAACP. She became deter
mined to make a contribution to social justice
in her life. She graduated from Poughkeepsie
High School in 1924 and attended Wellesley
College, the prestigious Massachusetts col
lege for women, where she was one of only
two African Americans in her class. Although
Bolin bristled at the discrimination she felt
in college, she also excelled academically.
As one of the highest-performing students
in the class, Bolin was named a Wellesley
scholar. In 1928, she enrolled in Yale Law

School, the only African American student and one of
only three women in her class. In 1931, she became the
first African American woman to graduate from Yale
Law School.
Life’s Work
Bolin continued to break down barriers throughout her
legal career. She joined her father’s law firm. In 1933,
she married another African American lawyer, Ralph
Mizelle, and they moved to New York City to further
their legal careers. Bolin became the first African Ameri
can woman member of the New York City Bar Associa
tion. In 1937, she was lost a bid for the Nineteenth Dis-

Jane Matilda Bolin. (AP/Wide World Photos)
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trict seat in the New York State Assembly. However, she
did receive a prized appointment in New York’s Office of
Corporation Counsel, which serves as New York City’s
legal department. Bolin was the first African American
to serve in that position. On July 22, 1939, New York’s
mayor, Fiorello La Guardia, appointed her as a judge to
New York’s Domestic Relations Court, with a ten-year
term. She was the first African American woman in the
history of the United States to serve as a judge.
Bolin’s son, Yorke Bolin Mizelle, was born in 1941.
Two years later, her husband, Ralph, died. In 1950, she
married the Reverend Walter Offutt, Jr. She served as a
judge of the renamed New York City Family Court for
three additional ten-year terms, until her mandatory re
tirement at age seventy in 1978. During her forty years
on the bench, Bolin was widely respected for her digni
fied bearing, her sympathy for many of the unfortunate
people who appeared in her courtroom, and the content
of her decision-making. In particular, she made an im
portant impact in eliminating certain racial practices in
family court procedures. It was the custom for probation
officers to be assigned cases on a strictly racial basis; for
example, African American officers were assigned to
African American probationers, and Puerto Rican offi
cers to Puerto Rican probationers. Bolin lobbied for pro
bation officers to be assigned without reference to race.
Also, New York child-care agencies routinely made
adoption and custody decisions with race as a paramount
factor, a pernicious practice that seemed to place racial
politics above concern for children’s welfare. Bolin was
appalled by the practice. With the help of judges Justine
Polier and Hubert Delaney, she helped institute a require
ment that any private child-care agency receiving public
funds had to accept and place children without regard to
ethnicity or race.
Bolin was active in civil rights organizations but had a
significant parting of ways with the NAACP. Bolin be
came active in the New York branch of the NAACP as
soon as she moved to New York City. In 1937, she was
elected first vice president of the branch. In 1943, she be
came a member of the national board of directors of the
organization. She firmly believed that the lifeblood of the
NAACP was in the local branches and resented what she
saw as high-handed treatment of the chapter by the na
tional leadership. She opposed other board members and
especially Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins on adminis
trative and membership matters.
In 1947, Bolin was voted off the national board de
spite her stature in the community. In response, the New
York and Jamaica branches circulated a petition to re
176
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store Bolin, a campaign that made national news in
the African American community and embarrassed the
NAACP. Despite efforts by the board to repair the breach,
Bolin resigned from the national organization in a scath
ing open letter to NAACP President Arthur Spingarn on
March 9, 1950, in which she criticized the highly paid
central staff of the NAACP for placing their own inter
ests above those of the local branches. She wrote in that
letter: “An authoritative set-up, whether Fascist, Com
munist, or NAACP, is abhorrent.” In the African Ameri
can community, Bolin was both criticized for exposing
the NAACP to outside rebuke and praised for her com
mitment to participatory democracy.
Bolin lived in Long Island City, Queens. She died at
the age of ninety-eight.
Significance
Bolin’s life should be viewed as more than a collection of
firsts, however impressive they may be: first African
American woman member of the New York City Bar As
sociation, first African American assistant corporation
counsel in New York City, and first African American fe
male judge in the United States. She served on the bench
for forty years and was considered a model of compas
sion and judicial integrity. Perhaps because of her own
diverse ancestry, she helped reform several antediluvian
practices of the New York court in racial matters. Her in
herent sympathy for grassroots efforts led her into con
flict with the national board of the NAACP. Although she
did not differ in ultimate goals, she resented what she saw
as the high-handed and self-important attitude of the
board, and believed that by standing up for local NAACP
branches, she was contributing to a spirit of authentic lib
erty and anti-authoritarianism.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Biondi, Martha. To Stand and Fight: The Struggle for
Civil Rights in Post-war New York City. Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2006. Biondi’s ac
count of the pioneering work of northern civil rights
activists includes Bolin’s efforts on the bench and her
battle with the NAACP leadership.
Jeffers, H. Paul. The Napoleon of New York: Mayor
Fiorello La Guardia. New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 2002. Portrait of one of New York’s most
important and flamboyant mayors. Writes of La
Guardia’s appointment of Bolin to the bench as evi
dence of his sincere efforts to assist the African Amer
ican community.
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Daisy Bates
Journalist and activist
Bates was an activist journalist and civil rights leader
who served as the mentor and spokeswoman for the
nine African American students who integrated Little
Rock Central High School in 1957.
Born: November 11, 1914; Huttig, Arkansas
Died: November 4, 1999; Little Rock, Arkansas Also
known as: Daisy Lee Gatson (birth name);
Daisy Lee Bates
Areas of achievement: Civil rights; Journalism
and publishing; Social issues
Early Life
Daisy Bates was born on November 11, 1914, in the
town of Huttig, Arkansas. According to Bates, her
childhood
116

was marked by a horrific event: He mother was murdered
while resisting three white men who were trying to rape
her. Her father fled shortly after the murder. Bates said
the event—which she learned about as an adult—fueled
her anger and activism throughout her entire life. How
ever, Bates’s biographer, Grif Stockley, has called Bates’s
account into question, citing the absence of any record of
such a murder in Huttig during this time period. Regard
less of the circumstances, Bates was raised in a loving
home by foster parents Orlie and Susie Smith.
After graduating from high school, Bates met Lucius
Christopher “L. C.” Bates, a journalist. In 1941, she and
L. C. moved to Little Rock, Arkansas, to start The Arkan
sas State Press, a weekly newspaper to serve the African
American community. They married on May 4, 1942.
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Daisy Bates also resumed her schooling, attending
Shorter Business College, and joined the local branch of
the National Association for the Advancement of Col
ored People (NAACP). Bates and L. C. turned The Ar
kansas State Press into an outspoken advocate of civil
rights. They published stories about the police killing of
an African American soldier, Thomas Foster. Although
several businesses boycotted the newspaper in protest,
the articles attracted the attention of the U.S. Justice De
partment, which convened a grand jury. On July 17,
1942, the State Press published photographs of two
white police officers accused of raping an African Amer
ican teenager, Rosa Lee Cherry, on June 15, 1942. The
newspaper was harassed and sued for publishing its arti
cles on police brutality, but Bates continued her crusad
ing journalism.
Life’s Work
In 1952, Bates was elected president of the Arkansas
chapter of the NAACP, a first for a woman. She had agi
tated against segregation from her teenage years. In
1954, when the United States Supreme Court made its
historic ruling in Brown v. Board of Education, Bates
pushed aggressively for the integration of the Little Rock
schools. In the spring of 1957, Little Rock Central High
School selected nine African American students for en
rollment amid rising racial tensions in the city. As the lo
cal NAACP president, Bates became the chief confidante
for the nine students (known as the Little Rock Nine)
while Arkansas governor Orval Faubus vacillated be
tween alliances with the state’s white moderates and
strict segregationists.
Bates was in frequent contact with NAACP chief
counsel Thurgood Marshall and NAACP executive direc
tor Roy Wilkins to discuss strategy. She was personally
threatened by extremists; on August 22, rocks were
thrown through the windows of her home. On Septem
ber 2, Faubus ordered the Arkansas National Guard to
prevent the Little Rock Nine from entering the school.
Bates accompanied the nine students as they walked to
the school entrance and were turned back by the Guards
men. Over the next few weeks, Bates provided assistance
to the students, meeting with them every afternoon and
speaking on their behalf to the press.
On September 25, 1957, President Dwight D. Eisen
hower federalized the National Guard and ordered its
troops to allow the Little Rock Nine to enroll in school, a
major landmark in the civil rights struggle. In retaliation,
Little Rock authorities passed an ordinance on October 2
requiring the NAACP to release its financial and mem-
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bership records. When Bates refused, she was convicted
of violating a local ordinance. She appealed, and her con
viction was unanimously reversed by the U.S. Supreme
Court on February 23, 1960, in the case Bates v. City
of Little Rock. The Supreme Court held that the First
Amendment prohibited a state government from com
pelling the disclosure of a controversial organization’s
membership through tax regulations.
In 1962, Bates moved to New York City. She and L. C.
briefly divorced but remarried after six months. In tribute
to her civil rights work, Bates was the only woman to
speak at the famous March on Washington on August 28,
1963. She also wrote a memoir of her experiences dur
ing the Little Rock Nine integration saga, and returned
to Arkansas to continue her advocacy for the African
American community. Bates died in Little Rock on No
vember 4, 1999.
Significance
Bates was a crusading journalist whose newspaper cou
rageously reported police abuse against African Ameri
cans and the exploitation of African American women.
She also became one of the first female branch leaders of
the NAACP. Her confluence of roles made her well
suited to mentor the Little Rock Nine and represent them
to the press, which she did with charisma and insight.
Her record afterward was more eccentric, but she must
be counted among the leading female figures of the Civil
Rights movement.
— Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
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Memoir. 1962. Reprint. Fayetteville: University of
Arkansas Press, 1986. Bates’s memoir, originally pub
lished in 1962, focuses on the events surrounding the
integration of Little Rock Central High School.
Gore, Dayo, Jeanne Theoharis, and Komozi Woodard,
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Inventor
Blair was one of the first African Americans to
receive a patent for an invention, a corn-seed
planting machine in 1834 and a similarly designed
cotton-planting machine in 1836.
Born: c. 1807; Glen Ross, Montgomery County,
Maryland
Died: 1860; Montgomery County, Maryland
Also known as: Henry C. Blair
Areas of achievement: Invention; Science and
technology
Early Life
Henry C. Blair was born around 1807 in Glen Ross,
Montgomery County, Maryland; little is known about his
early life. Glen Ross was a rural area near Washington,
D.C. Most residents made their living from farming.
Maryland allowed slavery, but as a border state it had a
substantial population of free African Americans.
Federal patent records are the chief sources of infor
mation on Blair’s life. Blair was recorded in the patent
registry as a “colored man,” the only such notation in the
patent records. It is believed that Blair was a free man in
part because slaves were not allowed to register patents
in their own names. It also is likely that Blair was illiter
ate—a common situation at the time for both African
American and white farmers—because he signed his pat
ent application with an “X” mark.
Life’s Work
Blair received his first patent for a corn-seed-planting
machine on October 14, 1834. Planting and harvesting
corn was a labor-intensive affair, and any device that
saved labor was of great benefit to farmers and the econ
omy. Blair’s corn seeder received patent number 8447x.
His patent application of September 1, 1834, known as a
“specification,” includes a beautifully rendered drawing
of the corn seed planter. This drawing may have been
made by a patent official as part of a rigorous patent ex
amination system. It certainly was based on Blair’s appli
cation. The drawing shows an elegantly designed twowheeled machine with long, curved wooden handles that
would be harnessed to workhorses. A harrow (triangular
frame) with movable sharp teeth broke up the dirt. Two
half-shovels opened a furrow. A hopper (funnel-shaped
box) above the wheels dropped the corn seeds into the
turned-up ground at regular intervals. Finally, a shovel
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plow at the tail of the machine spread dirt over the seeds
and leveled the ground. The wheels were turned by cylin
ders. The plows were attached by a lengthy screw bolt.
Blair’s corn planter deposited seeds in a checkerboard
pattern, which also helped control weeds.
Blair received his second patent for a cotton planter on
August 31, 1836. Like his corn seeder, Blair described
his cotton planer as “new and useful” machine, qualities
essential for his invention to be qualified for a patent. A
new registry system recently had gone into effect, and
Blair received patent number 15. There is no drawing of
the cotton planter, but the text of the application specifi
cation is extant. The text was based on dictation made by
Blair on April 27, 1836. Blair called his invention simply
“the cotton planter.” It was based on a design similar to
Blair’s corn seeder. Adjustable teeth allowed for furrow
ing of the ground. Again, cylinders allowed for the oper
ation of the wheels and depositing of the cotton seeds
into the ground. Dirt ridges were shaped by shovel
plows, which also covered the dirt over the seeds. Ac
cording to Blair’s application, his cotton planter was a
new invention because the adjustable wheel disks and
plows allowed for the making of either wide or narrow
ridges.
Because Blair is the only inventor identified in the
patent records as “colored,” he was long thought to be the
first African American to receive a patent for an inven
tion. Modern research, however, seems to confirm that
the first African American to receive a patent was Thomas
Jennings (1791-1859), a free man and tailor in New York
who received a patent for a scouring (dry-cleaning) ma
chine in 1821. The information about Blair and other
early African American inventors was meticulously com
piled by Henry Baker (1859-1928), an African American
assistant patent examiner at the U.S. Patent Office at the
turn of the twentieth century. Because the patent regis
try did not record the race of the patent holder, Baker
gleaned most of his information from a survey about Af
rican American inventors issued by the patent office and
twelve thousand pieces of correspondence with pat
ent attorneys and agents. Baker compiled a fully docu
mented list of 357 patents held by African Americans
from 1834 to 1900. He published his findings in 1913.
Baker believed Blair to have been the first African Amer
ican to receive a patent.
The only other source of information about Blair’s
patents is an article from the contemporary industrial
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magazine The Mechanics’ Magazine, Museum, Register,
Journal, and Gazette, published by J. Cunningham of
London. In an excerpt in the August 6, 1836, issue, an
unnamed New York newspaper is quoted to the effect
that Blair, a free man of color, was exhibiting in Wash
ington, D.C., a corn-planting machine. The corn planter
was described as a “very simple and ingenious” machine
that could plant corn as rapidly as a horse could pull it,
saving the labor of eight men. The newspaper excerpt
also stated that Blair was in the process of altering his
corn seed planter to invent a machine for planting cot
ton. Blair died in 1860 in Montgomery County, Mary
land.
Significance
Blair was one of the first African Americans to receive a
patent from the U.S. Patent Office for an invention. Al
though little is known about his life, it would have re
quired tenacity and fortitude to register a patent as a man
of color, especially one who likely was illiterate. The
scanty records that exist about his inventions show that
they were considered simple, ingenious, and efficient.
—Howard Bromberg
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Activist
Carmichael symbolized a new direction in the civil
rights struggle in 1966 when, as chairman of
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
he espoused “black power.” Charismatic and
cosmopolitan, he was one of the prominent political
figures of the 1960’s. Carmichael later became an
advocate of pan-African socialist revolution, moved
to the African nation of Guinea, and took the name
Kwame Toure.

rican American voters under the auspices of the Con
gress of Racial Equality (CORE) and the Student Nonvi
olent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). On several of
his trips, he was arrested and jailed, at one time spending
forty-nine days in Mississippi’s infamous Parchman Peni
tentiary. After Carmichael graduated from Howard in
1964 with a degree in philosophy, he became a full-time
worker for SNCC, organizing volunteers to travel to the
South to teach and to register voters.

Born: June 29, 1941; Port of Spain, Trinidad
Died: November 15, 1998; Conakry, Guinea
Also known as: Stokely Standiford Churchill
Carmichael; Kwame Toure
Areas of achievement: Civil rights; Social issues

Life’s Work
Carmichael’s leadership, speaking ability, and charisma
were quickly recognized. He became a regional director
of SNCC, with his headquarters in Lowndes County,
Mississippi. In its short history, SNCC had had only two

Early Life
Stokely Standiford Churchill Carmichael (STOH-klee
STAN-dih-fohrd CHUR-chihl KAHR-mi-kul) was
born in 1941 in Port of Spain, Trinidad, to Adolphus
and Mabel Charles Carmichael. Adolphus worked as
a master carpenter, Mabel as a steamship stewardess.
When Stokely Carmichael was young, his parents im
migrated to the United States and settled in Harlem,
New York. Carmichael remained in Trinidad with his
two sisters to be raised by his grandmother and two
aunts. Although Carmichael attended the prestigious
British Tranquility Boys Intermediate School, he was
enraged by the colonial stratification he saw on Trini
dad. When he was eleven, he immigrated to the United
States to be reunited with his parents. The following
year, his family moved to the well-established Morris
Park neighborhood in the Bronx, New York.
In 1954, Carmichael became a naturalized U.S. cit
izen. He attended the Bronx High School of Science, a
specialized, selective public school. At the time, Bronx
High School of Science was one of the most presti
gious high schools in New York; it produced a number
of Nobel Prize winners. In his autobiography, Car
michael described this exceptional school as essential
to his intellectual awakening.
In 1960, Carmichael received a scholarship to at
tend Howard University. There he joined the Nonvio
lent Action Group, a civil rights group that engaged in
such protest actions as sit-ins, boycotts, and demon
strations. During the summers, he became a Freedom
Rider, traveling to the South to assist in registering Af-

Stokely Carmichael speaks in London in 1967. (Popperfoto/Getty
Images)
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prime minister of the Black Panther
Party.
In 1967, Carmichael published his
The African nation of Guinea achieved independence from France in 1958,
book
Black Power to explain the
under the leadership of Ahmed Sekou Toure. Elected as president of the new
term,
which
he described as a call for
nation, Toure steered the country on a Marxist course. He instituted one-party
blacks
to
build
their own society and
authoritarian rule. In 1966, he invited the deposed Ghanaian leader Kwame
culture, rejecting the racist institu
Nkrumah, the leading pan-African socialist, to seek refuge in Guinea and as
tions of white America. At the height
sume a symbolic role as copresident. As Stokely Carmichael was adopting
pan-African socialism, he found the allure of Guinea irresistible. In 1969, he
of his popularity in 1967, he em
and his wife Miriam Makeba moved to Conakry, the capital city of Guinea. In
barked on a world tour. He visited
tribute to the two copresidents, Carmichael adopted the new name Kwame
Cuba and met with its president, Fi
Toure. Makeba was appointed Guinea’s official delegate to the United Nations,
del Castro. Carmichael was thrilled
while Carmichael became an aide-de-camp to Nkrumah.
with the Cuban Revolution and gave
In addition to participating in President Toure’s political campaigns in
an interview in which he called for
Guinea, Carmichael looked to build a Black United Front party in the United
the destruction of capitalism. He also
States in alliance with the All-African People’s Revolutionary Party but met
called for guerrilla warfare against
with little success. He did not speak out against the increasing repression per
the United States. Carmichael vis
petrated by Guinea’s one-party rule. In 1984, a military junta took power.
ited Hanoi to meet with the leaders of
Carmichael was not harmed, but his role in the political life in Guinea had
North Vietnam, which was then en
ended. He settled into life as a retired revolutionary, receiving visitors looking
to relive the turbulent days of the 1960’s with one of its most famous leaders.
gaged in a war with the United States.
When he was diagnosed with cancer, he had little money for treatment and was
In his autobiography, he described
made the beneficiary of donations and of a pension from the government of
Vietnamese leader Ho Chi Minh as
Trinidad.
“a great man,” admiring Ho’s claim
that he instructed his soldiers to show
concern for the welfare of African
American soldiers in the U.S. mili
elected officials: executive secretary James Forman and
tary and not to shoot them. Carmichael also visited Alge
chairman John Lewis. In 1966, Carmichael was elected
ria, home of Frantz Fanon, author of Wretched of the
the chairman of SNCC. As chairman, he delivered a
Earth, an inspiration to Carmichael. Carmichael then
speech in Greenwood County, Mississippi, on July 28,
traveled to Guinea, where he met another idol, Kwame
1966, in which he called for “black power.” Although
Nkrumah. Nkrumah was the exiled leader of Ghana, who
Carmichael did not coin the phrase, his use of it electri
had founded the Marxist All-African People’s Revolu
fied his audience. For Carmichael and others, it meant a
tionary Party. Carmichael visited Tanzania before return
new phase in the Civil Rights movement, moving from
ing to the United States. On his trip, he met the popular
the goal of integration to black liberation and Black Na
South African singer Miriam Makeba. They soon mar
tionalism. In Carmichael’s mind, it also represented a re
ried and had one child.
pudiation of SNCC’s founding principle of nonviolence
Upon his return, Carmichael found himself in dis
and a shift to a belief in force to achieve progress. As
agreement with the Black Panthers, who were focused
such, he and others moved SNCC away from groups
on violent struggle in the United States. In his overseas
such as CORE and the National Association for the Ad
trip, Carmichael had come to believe that the heart of
vancement of Colored People (NAACP) and leaders
the struggle was in Africa, the motherland of the black
such as Martin Luther King, Jr., and toward more radical
diaspora. Although he espoused a Marxist perspective,
groups such as the Black Panthers. Indeed, the Black
he looked to flavor it with African communalism. He
Panther Party adopted its name from an earlier use of the
believed the People’s Revolutionary Republic of Guinea
panther symbol by Carmichael in Lowndes, Mississippi.
to be in the vanguard of the emergence of African so
His call for SNCC’s amalgamation with the Black Pan
cialism. In 1969, he moved to Guinea at the invita
ther Party, however, was not a success. Facing both per
tion of President Ahmed Sekou Toure and adopted a
sonal and ideological opposition in SNCC, he resigned
new name, Kwame Toure, derived from its two leaders.
as chairman in May, 1967. Shortly thereafter, his ties
Carmichael and Makeba settled in the capital city of
with SNCC were severed, and he became the honorary
Conakry.

Carmichael’s Life in Guinea
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In 1971, Carmichael published a collection of his
speeches and essays, Stokely Speaks: Black Power Back
to Pan-Africanism. He visited the United States as a
popular speaker on college campuses, although his unre
mitting enmity toward Zionism aroused opposition. In
Guinea he joined Nkrumah’s All-African People’s Revo
lutionary Party. He and Makeba were divorced in 1979.
In 1980, he married a native Guinean, Marliatou Barre, a
physician. They had one child, Boabacar “Bocar” Biro,
in 1982. Some time thereafter, Carmichael and Barre
separated; Barre and Boabacar moved to the United
States and lived in Arlington, Virginia.
Carmichael’s fortunes fell with those of Guinea, as the
country descended into poverty and repression. His trips
to the United States became focused on pan-Africanism.
He tried to organize a Black United Front Party in alli
ance with the All-African People’s Revolutionary Party
but met with little success. After President Toure’s death
in 1984, a military regime seized power and denounced
socialism. Briefly arrested, Carmichael was left without
political support.
In his fifties, Carmichael contracted prostate cancer.
He received treatment in New York City over the course
of two years. To the end, he remained a spokesman for
both pan-Africanism and socialist revolution. On his
death bed, he wrote his final words, calling for “One
United Socialist Africa.” Carmichael died in Conakry,
Guinea, on November 15, 1998.
Significance
Carmichael was one of the young leaders who helped
change the direction of the civil rights movement of
the 1960’s. A forceful speaker, he moved the SNCC from
affiliation with CORE and the NAACP to an alliance
with the Black Panther party. He popularized the term
“black power,” epitomizing the shift from the fight for in
tegration to Black Nationalism and separatism. Attractive,
cosmopolitan, charismatic, he was a popular speaker on
college campuses. He was intellectually agile, yet his
rhetoric struck fear in Middle America. He was one of
the first to link the Civil Rights movement to outspoken
opposition to the Vietnam War. His alliance with the
Black Panthers was short-lived, as Carmichael shifted
from a focus on black empowerment in the United States
to pan-Africanism and support for worldwide socialism.
He hoped to build support for pan-African socialism, but
his efforts in the United States met with little interest. His
disappearance from the civil rights arena in the United
States mystified many of his former supporters. With the
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fall of his Marxist patrons in Guinea, it became clear that
however important his influence in the 1960’s, his time
had passed.
—Howard Bromberg
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James Chaney
Activist
Chaney was a young African American civil rights
worker in the Freedom Summer campaign of 1964
to register African American voters in Mississippi. The
brutal murder of Chaney and two of his coworkers
shocked the nation and brought the Justice Department
deeper into civil rights enforcement.
Born: May 30, 1943; Meridian, Mississippi
Died: June 21, 1964; Neshoba County, Mississippi
Also known as: James Earl Chaney; J. E. Chaney
Areas of achievement: Civil rights; Social issues
Early Life
James Earl Chaney (CHAY-nee) was born on May
30, 1943, in Meridian, Mississippi, the second of five
children of Ben and Fannie Lee Chaney. Ben
worked as a plasterer, a well-paying trade job in the
South. Fannie worked as a domestic servant. The
Chaneys were a close family, but there also was
underlying tension, as Ben
330

openly kept a mistress in the nearby town of Laurel.
James Chaney and his siblings attended St. Joseph’s
Academy, a Roman Catholic school for African Ameri
cans, and when money became short, the local public
schools. Chaney was small for his age and asthmatic and
for that reason eventually would be rejected from enlist
ment by the Army.
At sixteen, Chaney enrolled in Harris Junior College
and became involved in civil rights advocacy. He was
suspended for a week for wearing a National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) but
ton to class. He eventually was expelled from college and
joined his father’s trade as an apprentice plasterer. In Oc
tober, 1963, Chaney was recruited by Matt Suarez of the
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) to provide assis
tance to civil rights workers in Mississippi. Most of these
workers were from out of state, and Chaney’s knowledge
of the area and streetwise savvy would be invaluable in
organizing activities.

African Americans
Life’s Work
At the time, Mississippi was a firmly segregationist
state, perhaps the most rigid in the South. After
eighty years of Jim Crow restrictions, only 6.7 per
cent of the African Americans in the state were reg
istered to vote. Traveling around Mississippi as a
plasterer, Chaney witnessed both deplorable condi
tions and the nascent Civil Rights movement. In
April, 1964, Chaney decided to work for CORE full
time organizing civil rights activities. For example,
he helped organize a picket of the segregationist
Woolworth’s store in Meridian.
In early 1964, the various civil rights groups de
cided to make a concerted civil rights drive in Mis
sissippi, which would come to be called “Freedom
Summer.” CORE, the NAACP, and the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) orga
nized the Freedom Summer campaign to increase
the registration of African American voters. They
also established Freedom Schools throughout Mis
sissippi to increase African Americans’ awareness
of their civil rights. Hundreds of young volunteers
from the North descended on Mississippi to regis
ter voters. In preparation for Freedom Summer,
Chaney began organizing efforts with two Jewish
civil rights workers from New York City, Michael
Schwerner and Andrew Goodman. In April, Chaney,
Goodman, and Schwerner visited the African American
community in Longdale, Neshoba County, about thirtyfive miles from Meridian, to begin a voter registration
drive. On May 31, they returned to Longdale to continue
their efforts, speaking at Mount Zion Methodist Church.
On June 16, a group of white men arrived at Mount Zion
Methodist Church, assaulted some of the church elders,
and burned the church to the ground.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) began to
investigate the arson under the code name MIBURN,
short for “Mississippi Burning.” On June 21, Chaney,
Schwerner, and Goodman returned to Longdale. At the
time, Chaney’s girlfriend, Mary Nan McCoy, was one
week from giving birth to their child. After speaking with
some local residents, the three civil rights workers headed
back to Meridian in their blue Ford station wagon. Along
the way, they were stopped and arrested by Neshoba
County Deputy Sheriff Cecil Ray Price, a member of the
Ku Klux Klan. Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman were
placed in the Neshoba County jail in Philadelphia, the
county seat. Later that night, Sheriff Lawrence Rainey
ordered their release, and they headed back to Meridian.
They never arrived.
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James Chaney. (AP/Wide World Photos)

Testimony at the subsequent trials indicated that the
June 16 fire at Longdale was set to trap the civil rights
workers and that plans for their murder were finalized
during their incarceration. The mastermind of the opera
tion was reputed to be a country preacher named Edgar
Ray Killen. The civil rights workers’ station wagon was
intercepted on a dark country road outside Philadelphia,
Mississippi, by several carloads of Ku Klux Klan mem
bers. Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman were taken out
of the car and executed with bullets fired at point-blank
range. On June 23, their burned-out car was discovered.
On August 4, FBI agents found their bodies buried be
neath a dam.
On December 4, the FBI arrested twenty-one men in
connection with the deaths of Chaney, Schwerner, and
Goodman. The arrested men were linked to the Ku Klux
Klan, including Sam Bowers, the Imperial Wizard of the
White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi. Mur
der is a state crime under most circumstances, and the
state of Mississippi declined to bring homicide charges
against any of the arrested men.
The U.S. Justice Department, however, decided to
bring charges against the men for violation of federal laws
that dated back to the Reconstruction era: They were
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charged with conspiring to deprive
Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman of
their civil rights. Efforts to proceed to
trial followed a tortuous route, with
several dismissals and reinstatement
of the charges. On February 28, 1966,
a federal grand jury indicted nine
teen defendants. In March, 1966, the
United States Supreme Court upheld
the indictments. At trial, several of
the defendants revealed aspects of the
plot to execute Chaney, Schwerner,
and Goodman. On October 20, 1967,
Price, Bowers, and five other men
were convicted in the United States
District Court in Philadelphia. They re
ceived prison sentences ranging from
three to ten years. The other defen
dants, including Rainey and Killen,
either were acquitted or received mis
trials. In 2005, Killen was retried in
Mississippi state court and convicted
of manslaughter.

Continuing the Search for the Murderers of
Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman
Efforts to reopen some of the Civil Rights movement murders of the 1960’s
reached fruition in later decades. In 1994, Byron De La Beckwith was con
victed of the 1963 murder of Medgar Evers. Convictions against the conspira
tors in the 1963 bombing of a Baptist church in Birmingham, Alabama, that
killed four young girls were obtained in 1977 and 2001. In 1998, Sam Bowers,
who had finished serving his sentence for violating the civil rights of Chaney,
Schwerner, and Goodman, was convicted of the firebomb killing of Vernon
Dahmer in Mississippi in 1966.
In 1999, Mississippi reopened its investigation into the murders of James
Chaney, Michael Schwerner, and Andrew Goodman. The original investiga
tion was reexamined, revealing autopsy results that showed Chaney had been
beaten before he was shot; several of his bones were broken. On January 6,
2005, Edgar Ray Killen was indicted as the leader of the conspiracy to kill
Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman. Although Killen was at a funeral home at
the time of the killings, it was a common Ku Klux Klan tactic for prominent
group leaders to establish alibis while unknown members carried out the acts
of violence. On June 21, 2005, forty-one years to the day after Chaney,
Schwerner, and Goodman were killed, a jury convicted Killen of three counts
of manslaughter. The eighty-year-old, wheelchair-bound Killen was sentenced
to sixty years in prison.

Significance
The murder of the three civil rights workers was one of
the most infamous acts of violence of the Civil Rights
movement of the 1960’s. The nation was shocked by the
killing of three young men for the act of trying to register
voters, by the conspiracy of silence in Neshoba County,
and by the refusal of the state of Mississippi to indict any
of the accused killers. Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman
were considered by many as martyrs of the Civil Rights
movement. The brutality of the crime accelerated the in
volvement of the U.S. Justice Department and the FBI in
securing civil rights for African Americans in the South.
The 1988 film Mississippi Burning, starring Gene
Hackman, Willem Dafoe, and Frances McDormand and
nominated for several Academy Awards, was loosely
based on the murders of Chaney, Schwerner, and Good
man and the subsequent FBI investigation.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Ball, Howard. Murder in Mississippi. Lawrence: Univer
sity Press of Kansas, 2004. This account of the mur
der of Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman included a
plea for the reopening of the murder cases.
_______. Justice in Mississippi. The Murder Trial of Ed332

gar Ray Killen. Lawrence: University Press of Kan
sas, 2006. Ball’s follow-up to Murder in Mississippi
investigates the reopening of the case against Edgar
Ray Killen in the context of the changing racial cul
ture of Neshoba County, Mississippi.
Cagin, Seth, and Philip Dray. We Are Not Afraid: The
Story of Goodman, Schwerner, and Chaney and the
Civil Rights Campaign for Mississippi. New York:
Nation Books, 2006. Reconstructs the murder of the
three young civil rights workers on the basis of rec
ords from the FBI investigation and the 1967 trial.
Huie, William. Three Lives for Mississippi. 1965. Re
print. Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2000.
Originally published two years before the federal
trial, this book identified several of the men involved
in the murders, resulting in libel suits that sought
damages of $9 million. Originally published with an
introduction by Martin Luther King, Jr., in which he
described the book as a call to the conscience of
America.
See also: Ella Baker; Medgar Evers; Fannie Lou
Hamer; Martin Luther King, Jr.; John Robert Lewis;
James Meredith; Emmett Till.
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Henry Plummer Cheatham
Politician and philanthropist
One of the few African American members of the
U.S. Congress in the 1890’s, Cheatham was an ardent
supporter of President McKinley and of the Republican
Party. For twenty-eight years, he served as
superintendant of the Colored Orphanage of
North Carolina.
Born: December 27, 1857; near Henderson, North
Carolina
Died: November 29, 1935; Oxford, North Carolina
Areas of achievement: Government and politics;
Philanthropy
Early Life
Henry Plummer Cheatham (CHEET-uhm) was born a
slave in Granville County, North Carolina. His mother
was a plantation house slave. His father was rumored to
be a prominent white citizen, which perhaps accounts for
the financial help Cheatham received in his early years,
344

allowing him to receive a thorough education. In 1882,
he received an A.B. degree from Shaw University Nor
mal School in Raleigh.
Upon graduation, Cheatham became a teacher. In
1883, he was appointed principal of the Plymouth Nor
mal School for Negroes. That same year, he took the lead
in founding the Grant Colored Asylum in Oxford, North
Carolina, which in 1887 was incorporated as the Colored
Orphanage of North Carolina. Cheatham married Louise
Cherry; they had three children. Louise died in 1899 and
Cheatham married Laura Joyner, with whom he also had
three children. In 1884, Cheatham was elected as the reg
ister of deeds for Vance County, then reelected two years
later.
Life’s Work
Surprisingly, Cheatham decided to run for the U.S. Con
gress in 1888. It was not an auspicious time for African
Americans in national politics. With the end of Recon
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struction in 1877 and the arrival of
Cheatham Champions
Jim Crow segregation in the last quar
President William McKinley
ter of the nineteenth century, African
Americans steadily lost their politi
Henry Plummer Cheatham was a staunch supporter of Republican President
cal voice. They were disenfranchised
William McKinley. In return for his loyalty, McKinley appointed Cheatham as
through the poll tax, grandfather
recorder of deeds for Washington, D.C. Cheatham praised McKinley for visit
clause, literacy tests, and outright in
ing the South despite an outbreak of violence in 1898 and for urging southern
timidation. Voting districts were re
ers to end historical prejudice. Cheatham took a leading role in campaigning
drawn (“gerrymandered”) so as to
for McKinley’s reelection in 1900 in the African American community. As
part of the effort, the Republican Party issued A Colored American Republican
curtail African Americans’ political
Text Book: A Book of Facts and Figures, Showing What the Republican Party
influence. This was the beginning
has Done for the Afro-American. Cheatham contributed a chapter to this elec
of the decline of African American
tion pamphlet under the title “Recorder Cheatham on the Situation: What One
membership in Congress, culminat
of the Race’s Most Powerful Leaders Says of President McKinley’s Adminis
ing in the “Negroes’Temporary Fare
tration—Negro Intelligence Upon the Side of Republicanism.” Cheatham ar
well” from 1901 to 1929, when there
gued that African Americans should support McKinley because he created
were no African American congress
prosperity at home and victory abroad with the acquisition of the Philippines,
men. The Fiftieth Congress, in ses
Puerto Rico, and Cuba. Likewise, McKinley had advanced the cause of Afri
sion from 1887 to 1889, was the first
can Americans, for example by creating two African American regiments in
Congress since 1869 to have no Afri
the military.
can American members. The North
However, African American supporters of McKinley received some criti
cism for their unflagging support of the Republican Party, which allowed the
Carolina legislature clustered African
party to take African American votes for granted. Indeed, by 1908, National
American voters into the coastal Sec
Afro-American Council President Alexander Walters had become an active
ond District, which became known
supporter of the Democratic Party, foreshadowing the transition of most Afri
as the “Black Second.” The Black
can American voters from Republicans to Democrats over the course of the
Second elected African Americans
twentieth century.
throughout Reconstruction. When Re
construction ended, the North Caro
lina legislature began to rearrange
the Black Second so as to dilute Afri
farmers. He broke with the Republican Party, however, in
can American votes there as well.
supporting the Sherman Silver Purchase Act. In 1890,
Although he was little known, and his brother-in-law
Cheatham was reelected with 52 percent of the vote. He
George White had long planned to run for Congress,
was the only Republican member of the North Carolina
Cheatham decided to seek the Republican nomination
delegation and the only African American member of
for the Black Second seat in the 1888 election. He faced a
the Fifty-second Congress. He received a prestigious
crowded field of ten candidates, but his erudition and elo
appointment to the Agriculture Committee. At the Re
quence struck a chord with voters, and he received the
publican National Convention of 1892, Cheatham sec
nomination. He faced a formidable Democratic oppo
onded the nomination of President Benjamin Harrison.
nent in incumbent congressman Furnifold Simmons.
Cheatham distributed the customary patronage but was
However, Cheatham was a skilled politician, if prone to
embarrassed by the misdeeds of some of his appointees.
inflammatory rhetoric: He warned African American
In 1892, Cheatham and George White contested the
voters that the Democrats wanted to revive slavery. As
Republican nomination for the Black Second seat. Al
the majority of voters in the Black Second were former
though Cheatham won a heated primary campaign, the
slaves, it was an effective pitch.
infighting encouraged the entry into the general election
Cheatham was the only African American elected to
of a third-party populist candidate. As a result, Cheatham
the Fifty-first Congress (in session from 1889 to 1891),
lost his seat to white Democratic candidate Frederick
although two African Americans, John Langston and
Woodward, who took 45 percent of the vote; Cheatham
Thomas Miller, were seated in 1890 after contested elec
received 38 percent and the populist candidate 17 per
tions. Cheatham served on the Education Committee. A
cent. In 1894, Cheatham ran for his old seat but was de
staunch Republican, he favored the McKinley Tariff, a
feated. Two years later, he lost the Republican nomina
protectionist measure to help North Carolina’s tobacco
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tion to his longtime rival White. White went on to win the
election and was the last African American congressman
before the “Temporary Farewell.” Cheatham was a vig
orous supporter of William McKinley, with whom he
had served in Congress. In May of 1897, newly elected
President McKinley appointed Cheatham as recorder
of deeds for the District of Columbia. In December,
1902, President Theodore Roosevelt declined to reap
point Cheatham, who was embroiled in a scandal and ac
cused of improperly executing the duties of his office.
These accusations were investigated by the U.S. Attor
ney’s Office, but no formal charges were instituted.
Cheatham retired to North Carolina, where he spent
twenty-eight years as superintendent of the Colored
Orphanage in Oxford, which he had founded a quarter
century earlier. During his administration, the orphanage
expanded from 16 acres to 450 acres of land and to eleven
buildings, including academic buildings, dormitories,
a chapel, a dining hall, and a laundry. By the time
Cheatham died in 1935, the orphanage was caring for
almost two hundred children.
Significance
Cheatham was the lone African American in Congress
from 1889 to 1893. With the end of Reconstruction in
1877, African American representation in the national
political scene waned. Jim Crow laws, disenfranchise
ment, and redrawing of district lines all served to dimin
ish the rights and political power of African American
voters. Therefore, Cheatham’s success in the 1888 elec
tion came as a surprise. Although his political career
ended under a cloud, he found a renewed calling as
superintendent of the Colored Orphanage of North
Carolina. Over twenty-eight years, he equipped the or
phanage to assist the neediest of children. In 1965, the
orphanage was renamed the Central Orphanage of North
Carolina, and in 1986, the Central Children’s Home of
North Carolina. The dining hall and auditorium were
named for Cheatham. Through the 2000’s, the Central
Children’s Home of North Carolina continued to provide
residential group care for children who could not remain
at home because of dependency, neglect, or abuse. The
Central Children’s Home of North Carolina was entered
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in the National Register of Historic Places on August 31,
1988, as a pioneering institution among African Ameri
can orphanages.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Anderson, Eric. Race and Politics in North Carolina,
1872-1901: The Black Second. Baton Rouge: Louisi
ana State University Press, 1981. History of the con
gressional district known as the Black Second, which
produced the largest group of African American pub
lic officials in the second half of the nineteenth cen
tury.
Dray, Phillip. Capitol Men: The Epic Story of Recon
struction Through the Lives of the First Black Con
gressmen. New York: Mariner Books, 2010. The
story of the Reconstruction-era congressmen, before
the “Negroes’ Temporary Farewell.”
Justesen, Benjamin. Broken Brotherhood: The Rise and
Fall of the National Afro-American Council. Carbon
dale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008. Wellresearched, well-written account of the first national
civil rights organization; Cheatham was a prominent
member and the group’s intermediary with President
McKinley.
_______. George Henry White: An Even Chance in the
Race of Life. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univer
sity Press, 2001. Biography of White, the last African
American congressman of the Reconstruction era.
White was brother-in-law and chief political rival of
Cheatham. This volume includes much biographical
material on Cheatham.
Wisniewski, Matthew, ed. Black Americans in Congress,
1870-2007. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 2008. An official publication of the
Congressional Office of History and Preservation,
this massive volume profiles 121 African Americans
who have served in Congress. With extensive and rare
photographs.
See also: Blanche Kelso Bruce; Francis Lewis Car
dozo; Oscar DePriest; John Willis Menard; Hiram
Rhoades Revels.
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Lawyer
Cochran was a famous personal injury lawyer and
criminal defense lawyer for celebrities. He headed the
so-called “Dream Team” of attorneys that won an
acquittal in O. J. Simpson’s high-profile murder trial.
Born: October 2, 1937; Shreveport, Louisiana
Died: March 29, 2005; Los Angeles, California
Also known as: Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr.
Area of achievement: Law

American law student to intern in the Los Angeles City
Attorney’s Office, the legal arm of the city government.
Upon graduation, he became a deputy city attorney in the
office, one of only three African American deputies.
Serving in the criminal division, Cochran showed a talent for trial work. In 1965, he left the office and became
associated with an African American criminal defense
lawyer. A year later, he opened his own law practice.

Life’s Work
Cochran specialized in taking the cases of African American clients. In most of his cases, he accused the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) of misconduct. At the
time, the LAPD was almost entirely white and had a reputation for harsh conduct in minority neighborhoods.
Cochran defended African Americans accused of crime
on the basis of police wrongdoing. He also soon added
tort cases to his repertoire. In several path-breaking civil
lawsuits, he sued Los Angeles and other municipalities
for police actions. One of his first such cases was that
of William Anthony Leonard, who was killed by police
officers who wrongly believed he was committing a burglary. The city settled the case for $25,000.
Over the years, the size of the awards that Cochran negotiated steadily increased. Phillip Johns
was killed by Inglewood police officers
in a case of mistaken identity. Cochran
filed a $5 million lawsuit; the city of
Inglewood settled the case for $500,000.
Cochran brought these suits on a contingency basis, which meant that if
the client prevailed, Cochran collected
about one third of the award. With a
steadily growing roster of lawsuits,
Cochran became a very wealthy man. He
drove a Rolls-Royce car, wore custommade suits, and dined in Los Angeles’s
finest restaurants. He maintained expensive residences on both coasts. However, his marriage ended in divorce when
it was revealed that he had a son with
longtime mistress Patricia Sikora. (Sikora
brought a palimony lawsuit against
Cochran that was settled in 2004.) In
1985, Cochran married Sylvia Dale Mason. In his two autobiographies, Cochran
At O. J. Simpson’s murder trial, Johnnie Cochran makes his famous pronouncewrote of his pride in achieving material
ment: “If the glove doesn’t fit, you must acquit.” (AP/Wide World Photos)
Early Life
Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr. (KAHK-ruhn) was born on October 2, 1937, in Shreveport, Louisiana. His father sold insurance; his grandfather was a sharecropper. Cochran
was the oldest of three children. When he was six years
old, his family moved to California in search of better
economic opportunities. Cochran was an outstanding
student at Los Angeles High School. He earned a business degree from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) in 1959 and a law degree from Loyola
Marymount University in 1962. In 1959, he married
Barbara Berry; they would have two children, Melodie
and Tiffany, before divorcing in 1977.
During law school, Cochran became the first African
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success in his career. However, he
Cochran Helps Gain Acquittal for
also wrote that what was most imO. J. Simpson in 1995
portant to him was achieving justice for his clients and for disenfranJohnnie Cochran’s most famous case was his 1995 defense of O. J. Simpson
chised populations.
in what was dubbed the “Trial of the Century.” On June 12, 1994, Nicole Brown
In 1978, Cochran joined the Los
Simpson and Ron Goldman were stabbed to death in the Brentwood neighborhood of Los Angeles. Nicole’s ex-husband, famed football player and actor
Angeles County District Attorney’s
O. J. Simpson, was charged with the crime. Simpson hired a team of highOffice. Although he left a lucrative
priced lawyers, nicknamed the “Dream Team”; Cochran was the lead lawyer.
private practice, he was the third
Although there were no eyewitnesses to the murders, the circumstantial and foranking lawyer in the office. He set up
rensic evidence against Simpson were compelling. Cochran pursued a strategy
procedures to improve LAPD practhat he had used many times to great success: He put the Los Angeles Police
tices and instituted a domestic vioDepartment (LAPD) on trial. Cochran uncovered racist comments that had
lence unit. In 1981, he returned to
been made on an audiotape by arresting LAPD officer Mark Fuhrman and sugprivate practice. Cochran brought a
gested that Fuhrman had planted evidence against Simpson. During the trial,
$50 million lawsuit against the city
Simpson wriggled his hand into a leather glove recovered at the crime scene,
of Signal Hill on behalf of the family
which did not seem to fit. Cochran brandished the glove to the jury and faof college football star Ron Settles,
mously announced, “If the glove doesn’t fit, you must acquit.” On October 3,
1995, the jury returned a verdict of not guilty. In his 2002 memoirs, Cochran rewho died in a jail cell in an apparent
frains from commenting on Simpson’s guilt or innocence but claims that he
suicide. The city settled for $760,000
was able to verify every statement Simpson told him. Cochran also claimed
in 1983 after Cochran introduced evthat the “Fuhrman tapes are to the criminal justice system in America what
idence that Signal Hill police had
Watergate was to the political system.”
choked Settles to death.
Cochran’s other notable cases included a $1.3 million settlement he
won for Dr. Herbert Avery, who had
who was tried in 1995 for the murder of Nicole Brown
been beaten by the police; a $2.55 million settlement in
Simpson and Ron Goldman. Cochran headed the sothe case of Cynthia Wiggins, a Buffalo resident who died
called “Dream Team” of attorneys that won an acquittal
after being hit by a car after she exited a bus near a mall;
for Simpson. Cochran was one of the few lawyers in
and a $12.9 million settlement from New Jersey after
American history whose fame approached that of his cestate troopers fired shots into a car that they had stopped,
lebrity clients. He hosted the show Johnnie Cochran Towounding the passengers. In 2000, Cochran won a jury
night on cable network CourtTV. He also was parodied
verdict of $240 million against the Walt Disney Comon the NBC situation comedy Seinfeld in the character of
pany on behalf of two clients who claimed that Disney
lawyer Jackie Chiles.
had copied their idea for a sports complex. The same
Cochran also was successful in bringing class-action
year, he also reached a $4.5 million settlement in the case
lawsuits. For example, in 2003 he negotiated a $700 milof former Black Panther Elmer “Geronimo” Pratt, who
lion settlement from several chemical companies acwas imprisoned for twenty-seven years for murder after a
cused of polluting Anniston, Alabama. In the years beflawed trial. In 2001, Cochran negotiated an $8.75 milfore his death, he worked with Harvard Law School
lion settlement from New York City for Abner Louima,
professor Charles Ogletree in preparing massive classwho was brutalized by police officers. That same year, he
action lawsuits against the federal government and comreached an $18 million settlement with Chicago in the
mercial enterprises to pay reparations for slavery. Cochcase of LaTanya Haggerty, who was shot and killed by
ran was the founding partner of the national personal inthe police when she emerged from a stopped car.
jury law firm of Cochran Cherry Givens & Smith. By
Numerous celebrities relied on Cochran to defend
2010, the firm has grown to nineteen offices in fourteen
them in criminal matters. He represented football great
states and more than 120 lawyers.
Jim Brown in 1985, television star Todd Bridges in 1989,
Cochran died on March 29, 2005, from a brain tumor.
rapper Snoop Dogg in 1993, pop singer Michael Jackson
The city of Los Angles named the elementary school he
in 1993, rapper Tupac Shakur in 1994, basketball player
attended in his honor. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center of Los
Latrell Sprewell in 1997, and boxer Riddick Bowe in
Angeles opened the Cochran Brain Tumor Center in 2007.
2003. His most famous defense was of O. J. Simpson,
387
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Significance
Cochran was one of the most successful personal injury
lawyers of his generation. He specialized in cases of
police misconduct—especially against minorities—and
secured huge awards. Cochran believed that he was continuing the civil rights struggle through tort law. As a criminal defense lawyer, he represented numerous celebrity
clients, most famously Simpson. He was a flamboyant
and successful trial lawyer who established a rapport with
juries with colorful language and memorable rhymes.
Although he often was at odds with police departments,
he supported the decision of his son Jonathan to become
a California Highway Patrol officer. Cochran made millions of dollars from his lawsuits but also was generous
in gifts to his alma mater, UCLA, and to charities.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Berry, Barbara Cochran, and Joanne Parrent. Life After
Johnnie Cochran: Why I Left the Sweetest-Talking,
Most Successful Black Lawyer in L.A. New York: Ba-
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sic Books, 1995. A memoir by Cochran’s first wife
that accuses Cochran of abuse and infidelity.
Blakely, Gloria. Johnnie Cochran: Attorney and Civil
Rights Advocate. New York: Chelsea House, 2007. A
biography aimed at young adults.
Bugliosi, Vincent. Outrage: The Five Reasons Why O.J.
Simpson Got Away with Murder. New York: W. W.
Norton, 2008. An experienced lawyer critically reviews the outcome of the O. J. Simpson trial, as well
as Cochran’s role as lead trial lawyer.
Cochran, Johnnie, and David Fisher. A Lawyer’s Life.
New York: Thomas Dunne Books, 2002. Cochran’s
second memoir, in which he describes his lawsuits as
part of a larger campaign on behalf of social justice.
Cochran, Johnnie, and Tim Rutten. Journey to Justice.
New York: Ballantine Books, 1997. Cochran’s first
memoir, in which he describes his early life, career,
and cases.
See also: Vernon Jordan; Pauli Murray; Randall Robinson.
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Willie Davenport
Athlete
A gold medalist in the high hurdles event of
the Summer Olympics, Davenport also competed
in bobsledding in the Winter Olympics.
Born: June 8, 1943; Troy, Alabama
Died: June 17, 2002; Chicago, Illinois
Also known as: William D. Davenport; Breeze
Areas of achievement: Sports: Olympics; Sports:
track and field
Early Life
William D. Davenport was born in Troy, Alabama, on
June 8, 1943. He was the oldest of seven children. The
family moved to Ohio when Davenport was five years
old. Although he started out as a sprinter in Howland
High School in Warren, Ohio, he switched to hurdling in
his junior year. In his senior year, he set an Ohio record in
the high hurdles. Nevertheless, he was not recruited by
any major college track programs. Therefore, when Davenport graduated from high school in 1962, he enlisted in
the U.S. Army as a paratrooper. He soon earned a spot on
the Army track team, where he was given the nickname
“Breeze.” Davenport stood 6 feet, 1 inch tall and weighed
185 pounds. He and his wife, Marian, were married in
1970. They would have three children: Tanya, Willie, Jr.,
and Mark.
Life’s Work
In 1964, Davenport was selected by the Army to compete
in the Summer Olympics in Tokyo, Japan. At the Olympics, he advanced to the semifinal round of the high hur446

dles. After he was discharged from the Army in 1965,
Davenport studied physical education at Southern University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. There, he became a
mentor to Ralph Milburn, who would go on to win a gold
medal in the 1972 Olympics. By 1968, Davenport was
consistently winning domestic and international hurdling competitions and was ranked the number one hurdler in the world. In 1968, he won a gold medal in Mexico City with a time of 13.3 seconds in the 110-meter
high hurdles, beating out noted hurdlers Hayes Jones
and Blaine Lindgren. Davenport also won five national
championships in the indoor 60-yard hurdles, in 1966,
1967, 1969, 1970, and 1971, and set a world record in
that event. However the 60-yard hurdles was not an
Olympic event. In the 1972 Summer Olympics in Munich, Germany, he narrowly missed a medal, placing
fourth in the hurdles. In the 1976 Olympics in Montreal,
Canada, he won a bronze medal.
Improbably, Davenport decided to compete in the
1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Placid, New York, as a
bobsledder. Although he had only a few months’ experience in the sport, his bobsled team did well, securing a
twelfth-place finish.
After his athletic career, Davenport worked as director of the Mayor’s Council for Youth Opportunity in Baton Rouge. He joined the Louisiana National Guard in
1981. Davenport was dedicated to helping young athletes. He coached the All-Army Men’s and Women’s
track team to four undefeated seasons from 1993 to 1996.
In September, 1999, he became chief of the National
Guard Bureau’s Office of Sports Management. He over-
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saw the training of three thousand
National Guard athletes for competitions in the biathlon, marathon racing, bobsledding, parachuting, and
marksmanship. He also was a vice
president of the U.S. Olympic Alumni
Association. In 1982, Davenport was
named to the USA Track and Field
Hall of Fame. In 1990, he was named
to the U.S. Olympics Hall of Fame.
Six years later, he was honored as
one of the country’s one hundred
greatest Olympic athletes in history.
Davenport was known as a colorful, outgoing, affable person with a
strong competitive streak. He died of
a heart attack at Chicago’s O’Hare
International Airport. At the time of
his death he lived in Falls Church,
Virginia, and was a colonel in the
Army National Guard.
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Davenport Bobsleds in the Winter Olympics
African Americans are a rare sight in the Winter Olympics; however, under
improbable circumstances, Willie Davenport became the first African American to compete in the Winter Games at the unlikely age of thirty-six. Although
already a four-time Olympian as a hurdler in the Summer Games, Davenport
decided to compete in the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Placid, New York.
His venture began when a bobsledder explained to Davenport that a hurdler’s
leg strength would be an advantage in the push-off stage of the sled run.
Bobsledding is one of the original Olympic events. The bobsled is pushed
by a two- or four-person crew, who then clamber inside for a quick, twisting descent down an icy track. Davenport and fellow bobsledder Jeff Gladley were
the first two African Americans ever to qualify for the U.S. Winter Olympic
team. Davenport rode in the third spot in the four-man bobsled that finished
twelfth overall. Although Davenport trained for only a few months for the competition, he was able to turn in a creditable performance because his main job
was to push the sled at the beginning of the run. Only two crew members are responsible for steering and braking the sled, skills that require years of practice
to refine. With his powerful legs, Davenport was able to impart a quick, strong
push and then leap into the sled. Davenport was only the fourth American athlete to compete in both the Winter and Summer Olympics.

Significance
Davenport was an incredible Olympic athlete in many
ways. His Olympic career spanned sixteen years, almost
unheard of in track and field. He competed in five Olympics, winning medals in two. He set an Olympic record in
the 110-meter high hurdles at the Mexico City Olympics
in 1968. Davenport is regarded as one of the greatest hurdlers of all time, especially in the indoor 60-yard hurdles.
However, his major athletic distinction is derived as
much from his spirit as from his athletic prowess. With
daring and bravado, he competed on the U.S. bobsled
team in the 1980 Winter Olympics, a sport in which he
had only a limited time to prepare. His appearance was
the first by an African American in the Winter Olympics.
Davenport’s personality was reflected in his service in
the military and his dedication to the education and management of young military athletes.
—Howard Bromberg

the Runner’s Life. New York: David McKay, 1974.
Matthews was an Olympic gold medalist. His recollections of his teammates at the 1972 Summer Olympics are not always flattering to Davenport and the
other Olympians.
Mule, Marty, and Bob Remy. Louisiana Athletes: The
Top Twenty. Gretna, La.: Firebird Press, 1981. Portraits of leading athletes who were born and raised in
the state of Louisiana, including Davenport.
Quercetani, Roberto. World History of Hurdle and Steeplechase Racing: Men and Women. Rome, Italy: Edit
Vallardi, 2009. Includes a list of the one hundred best
hurdling and steeplechase performances of all time.
Wallechinsky, David, and James Loucky. The Complete
Book of the Olympics. London: Aurum Press, 2008.
Provides a complete statistical record of the Summer
Olympics since their 1896 inception.

Further Reading
Matthews, Vincent, and Neil Amdur. My Race Be Won:
An Olympic Champion Reveals the Pain and Pride of

See also: Bob Beamon; Ralph Boston; John Carlos;
Gail Devers; Lee Evans; Bob Hayes; Edwin Moses;
Wilma Rudolph; Tommie Smith; Wyomia Tyus.
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Dickerson, Eric

Eric Dickerson
Football player
Dickerson was one of the greatest running backs in
football history. He set the all-time rushing record for
a single season.
Born: September 2, 1960; Sealy, Texas
Also known as: Eric Demetric Dickerson; Eric
Demetric Johnson (birth name); Mr. Fourth Quarter
Area of achievement: Sports: football
Early Life
Eric Demetric Dickerson was born in Sealy, Texas, on
September 2, 1960, and was raised by his great-uncle and
aunt, Kary and Viola Dickerson. It was only when Eric
was fifteen that he learned that Viola was not his mother,
and that Helen, whom he had thought was his sister, was
in fact his biological mother. Because Helen was only
sixteen when her son was born, he was adopted and
raised by the Dickersons. Eric Dickerson’s biological father, Richard Seals (with whom Dickerson had no contact) had been an outstanding college running back.
Kary and Viola provided Dickerson with a loving, stable home in which his obvious athletic talents could
flourish. He excelled in basketball, track, and football in
Sealy High School. In his senior year, he rushed for
2,653 yards, led the Sealy team to the state championship, and was named by Parade magazine as the best
high school running back in the nation. Dickerson went
on to become a football star at Southern Methodist University (SMU). He and fellow running back Craig James
were nicknamed the “Pony Express.” Dickerson rushed

for a school-record 4,450 yards, breaking Earl Campbell’s Southwest Conference rushing record. He also
scored forty-eight touchdowns. In his senior year he averaged 147 rushing yards per game and was a consensus
All-American.
Life’s Work
Dickerson was selected by the Los Angeles Rams with
the second pick of the 1983 draft. At 6 feet, 3 inches
and 218 pounds, Dickerson was an imposing, powerful
runner. He also had surprising acceleration that allowed
him to burst through holes in the defense. Most of all,
Dickerson was a graceful runner who seemed to glide
past defenders. He was an immediate star in the National
Football League (NFL), rushing for a league-leading
1,808 yards in his first season and winning rookie of
the year honors. In his second year, Dickerson put together one of the greatest rushing seasons in NFL history.
He carried for a single-season record of 2,105 yards,
an average of 5.6 yards per carry. Although Dickerson
never again rushed for so many yards in a season, he remained a star in the league. In his four full seasons with
the Rams from 1983 to 1986, he ran for more than 1,000
yards in each season, and a league-leading 1,800 or
more yards in three of the four seasons. Nevertheless,
Dickerson’s career was hampered by contract disputes
and injuries. In 1987, he was traded to the Indianapolis
Colts, where he put together three 1,000-yard rushing
seasons. In 1988, he again led the league in rushing with
1,659 yards.
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Dickerson was a fan favorite with his trademark goggles (necessitated by his poor eyesight), taped running
shoes, and elegant, upright running style, but his effectiveness soon began to decline. In 1990, his rushing total
fell below 1,000 yards for the first time in his career.
In 1992, he was traded to the Los Angeles Raiders,
then in 1993 to the Atlanta Falcons. When he retired
from the NFL in 1993, Dickerson had gained a total of
13,259 yards and ranked as the second leading rusher of
all time behind Walter Payton. Over his career, Dickerson was a six-time Pro Bowl selection. His jersey number, 29, was retired by the Rams. In 1999, he was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in his first year
of eligibility.
Off the field, Dickerson had both successes and setbacks. In 1987, he was ordered to pay child support to a
former girlfriend, Rea Ann Silva, for their daughter,
Erica. He spent lavishly on a mansion in Malibu and a
fleet of cars, including a $300,000 Ferrari Testarossa, but
expressed dissatisfaction with his lifestyle. In retirement,
Dickerson became a sports broadcaster. He also pursued
business interests, such as a sporting goods company
called E Champs, and did public speaking and charity
work.
Significance
Dickerson was one of the greatest running backs in
the history of the NFL. He set a single-season rushing
record of 2,105 yards and a rookie record of 1,808
yards. He combined size, power, and speed. With his
easy, loping strides and graceful runs, he was a fan fa-
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vorite. While he often felt underappreciated, that was
partly because he made his record-breaking runs look
easy. In the 1999 Sporting News rankings of the greatest football players of all time, Dickerson was number
thirty-nine.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Dickerson, Eric, and Richard Graham Walsh. Eric
Dickerson’s Secrets of Pro Power. New York: Amistad,
2000. Dickerson provides systematic training advice
for athletes.
Dingus, Anne. “Eric Dickerson.” Texas Monthly 27,
no. 9 (September, 1999): 216. Contrasts Dickerson’s
great success with his frequent griping.
Nielson, Nancy J. Eric Dickerson. Mankato, Minn.:
Crestwood House, 1988. Short biographical account
flavored with quotes from Dickerson.
Reilly, Rick. “Dog Days.” Sports Illustrated 71, no. 23
(December 4, 1989): 58. Psychological portrait of
Dickerson, contrasting his successes with his voiced
dissatisfaction.
Smith, Ron. Pro Football’s Heroes of the Hall. Introduction by Dan Dierdorf. St. Louis, Mo.: Sporting News
Books, 2003. Lavishly illustrated accounts of the careers of Pro Football Hall of Fame inductees including Dickerson.
See also: Marcus Allen; Jim Brown; Earl Campbell;
Bo Jackson; Walter Payton; O. J. Simpson; Emmitt
Smith; Tyrone Wheatley.
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James Carmichael Evans
Educator and scientist
As a civilian assistant to the military, Evans assisted
in planning and implementing the historic
racial integration of the U.S. armed forces.
Born: June 1, 1900; Gallatin, Tennessee
Died: April 14, 1988; Washington, D.C.
Areas of achievement: Education; Military
Early Life
James Carmichael Evans was born on June 1, 1900, in
Gallatin, Tennessee. He was raised in Miami, Florida. He
earned a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from
Roger Williams University in Nashville, Tennessee, and a
master’s degree in science in electrical engineering from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Evans
was one of the first African American graduates of MIT.
Evans married Rosaline McGodwin, with whom he
would have two children, Rose Evangeline and James, Jr.
Evans began his professional career teaching in the Miami public schools, then joined the faculty of West Virginia State College, where he also served as a dean. He
also taught at Howard University. In addition to teaching
electrical engineering and university administration, Evans was a talented scientist. On March 11, 1930, he received a patent for an invention that utilized the heat from
a plane’s exhaust gases to prevent the buildup of ice and
sleet on the wings of an aircraft.
Life’s Work
During World War II, Evans took a leave from the faculty
of West Virginia State College to serve as a training spe560

cialist for the War Manpower Commission. In 1943, he
became an adviser to the U.S. armed forces on racial matters. Four years later, Evans was named a civilian aide to
the secretary of the Army. From 1947 to 1949, he acted
as a special assistant to Secretary of Defense James
Forrestal. In 1948, President Harry S. Truman issued Executive Order 9981, which called for the integration of
the armed forces. Evans worked efficiently behind the
scenes to support the military as it moved toward integration, a process that took several years. There was much
resistance to integration, and Evans patiently helped
calm the waters. For example, the U.S. Air Force implemented Evans’s suggestion that it distribute its African
American technical specialists among white Air Force
units that could benefit from their technical skills. The
proposal was typical of Evans’s approach: It was an
unobtrusive, sensible first step in integration.
As a counselor for the assistant secretary of defense,
Evans worked consistently to advance integration of the
armed forces. In January, 1955, he published a study,
“Integration in the Armed Services: Progress Report,”
that demonstrated successful aspects of the military’s
nondiscrimination policy. A persistent question in the
Defense Department was the classification of soldiers by
race. Evans opposed racial designations on departmental
forms of the Defense Department, but because they already were in use, he worked to change the more offensive categories. For example, he pointed out how hurtful
the use of the category “Negroid” was to African Americans. In 1961, he listed twenty-seven military installations in the United States where African American sol-
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diers faced the ignominy of segregation and Jim Crow
laws in the adjoining communities. Equally demoralizing, African American servicemen in foreign bases such
as in Japan, Germany, and the Philippines were finding
segregationist tendencies spreading to the local communities. Evans’s research suggested that it was not enough
to forbid racial discrimination in the military itself; steps
had to be taken to ensure that African American servicemen were treated with respect by the communities surrounding the military bases. An oral history of Evans’s
experiences was recorded by the Air Force and archived
at Columbia University’s Butler Library.
Evans’s son, James, followed in his father’s footsteps
by attending MIT. Like his father, he was a pioneer on the
MIT campus. He became the president of Pi Lambda Phi
fraternity, the first African American student ever to be
president of an MIT fraternity.
Evans retired from teaching in 1970. In his last years,
he suffered from Alzheimer’s disease. On April 14,
1988, Evans died in his Washington, D.C., home.
Significance
The integration of the U.S. armed forces in 1948 was a
landmark event in civil rights history. The decision faced
stiff opposition from southern segregationists, so much
so that President Truman effected it by executive decree
as commander-in-chief rather than risk its defeat in Congress. In his capacity as adviser to the military on racial
affairs, Evans not only advocated for integration but
made shrewd proposals for its smooth implementation.
As integration of the military progressed, he assessed
the results. Thus, Evans shares in the legacy of the historic integration of the U.S. military. By most accounts,
the modern U.S. armed forces is one of the most racially
integrated, harmonious, and respectful components of
American society.
—Howard Bromberg

Evans, James C.
Further Reading
Evans, James, and David Lane. “Integration in the Armed
Services.” Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 34 (March, 1956): 78-85. Article cowritten by Evans, based on his 1955 study, that
gives a favorable account of the integration of the
armed services.
MacGregor, Morris, Jr. Integration of the Armed Forces
1940-1965. Washington, D.C.: Center of Military
History, 1985. A publication by the Army Historical
Advisory Committee detailing the preparation for and
aftermath of President Truman’s historic desegregation order. MacGregor singled out Evans as one of the
chief sources of his book.
Mershon, Sherie, and Steven Schlossman. Foxholes and
Color Lines: Desegregating the U.S. Armed Forces.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002. A
history of the desegregation of the United States military. Highlights Evans’s contribution to the effort,
such as distributing black technicians among white
Air Force units as a successful step toward full integration.
Webster, Raymond. African American Firsts in Science
and Technology. Detroit, Mich.: Gale, 1999. Includes
a description of Evans’s patented airplane deicing invention.
Yon, Richard, and Tom Lansford. “Political Pragmatism
and Civil Rights Policy: Truman and Integration of
the Military.” In The Civil Rights Legacy of Harry S.
Truman, edited by Raymond Geselbracht. Kirksville,
Mo.: Truman State University Press, 2007. Describes
the successful integration of the U.S. armed forces as
the most important civil rights achievement of the
Truman administration.
See also: Julius Wesley Becton, Jr.; Benjamin O. Davis, Sr.; Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.; Colin Powell.
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James Forman
Activist
Forman was instrumental in the transformation of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
from a loose association of student groups into a
cohesive, vigorous protest party that helped lead the
1960’s Civil Rights movement. Like his colleague at
SNCC Stokely Carmichael, Forman became more
radical as the 1960’s progressed, issuing a manifesto in
which he demanded that churches and
synagogues pay reparations for slavery.
Born: October 4, 1928; Chicago, Illinois
Died: January 10, 2005; Washington, D.C.
Also known as: James Rufus
Areas of achievement: Civil rights; Social issues
Early Life
James Forman was born in Chicago in 1928. His mother
was Octavia Allen and his stepfather was John Rufus. It
was only as a teenager that Forman learned that his biological father was Jackson Forman, whose last name
he eventually adopted. James Forman spent much of

his childhood living with his grandparents on their farm.
He never forgot his first traumatic experience with racism. When Forman was eight years old, he went shopping in town with his uncle. He neglected to say “Yes,
ma’am” to a sales clerk, and the men in the store threatened to lynch him.
Forman developed an early interest in books. He
eventually returned to live in Chicago, where he sold
copies of The Chicago Defender, the historic African
American newspaper. Upon graduation from high school
in 1947, he joined the military and served in the Air
Force. Forman was discharged in 1952 and married
Mary Sears. He enrolled in the University of Southern
California, but he suffered a nervous breakdown in 1953,
which he blamed on being beaten by the police. After recovering his health, he returned to Chicago and enrolled
in Roosevelt University, where he became a leader in student politics and was the delegate to the National Student
Association Conference in 1956.
After graduating from Roosevelt in 1958, Forman became involved in civil rights work. The Chicago De-
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fender assigned him to report on northerners traveling to
the South to teach and to register voters. The Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) asked him to work with dispossessed farmers in Tennessee. Meanwhile Forman, a man
of wide intellectual interests, was studying French and
teaching in the Chicago public schools. He married his
second wife, Mary Thompson, in 1959.
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ist perspective by SNCC. He argued that despite Jewish
support for civil rights in the United States, SNCC
should side with the Arab and Palestinian peoples in opposition to Israel as “an extension of United States foreign policy.” These letters foreshadowed an increasing
rift between more radical African American activists and
their Jewish allies over Middle East politics and Zionism.
Like Carmichael, Forman found his views diverging
from those of the SNCC, and he resigned in 1968. SNCC
disintegrated shortly afterward. Forman became associated with the Black Panther Party as its foreign minister.
During this time, he was divorced from Mary Thompson
and lived with Constancia “Dinky” Romilly. They had
two children before separating. In 1969, Forman presented his “Black Manifesto,” calling for a socialist assault on capitalism at the national Black Economic Development Conference in Detroit. On Sunday, May 4,
1969, he marched into Riverside Church in New York
City, interrupting a communion service. He demanded
that the Christian churches pay $500 million in reparations for the treatment of African Americans. Forman
planned to make similar demands at the Temple EmanuEl but was prevented by the Jewish Defense League.
In the 1970’s, Forman returned to academic pursuits.
He received a master’s degree in African and African
American studies at Cornell University and a Ph.D. from
the Union of Experimental Colleges and Universities. He

Life’s Work
From 1961 to 1966, Forman was executive secretary of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
SNCC was a loose collection of student groups that
Forman helped forge into a cohesive party of sufficient
stature to ally with CORE and the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). He
was ten years older than most of the students in SNCC,
and his more mature outlook and experience garnered respect. Forman ran the SNCC like a business, raising
money, systematically paying bills, and installing a system of record-keeping. Other members wanted to be on
the front lines; Forman was willing to perform the mundane administrative chores to keep the organization running. He was one of the leading organizers of the Freedom Summer campaign in Mississippi in 1964 to register
voters. However, he also was critical of Martin Luther
King, Jr., both for King’s philosophy of nonviolence and
for the attention that King received as a civil rights leader.
Stokely Carmichael became chairman of the SNCC in 1966, symbolizing a more radical direction for the
THE MAKING OF BLACK REVOLUTIONARIES
organization. Forman moved in a correspondingly more radical direction.
James Forman published his memoir, The Making of Black RevolutionarFor example, he encouraged SNCC
ies, in 1972. In this book, he focuses on narrating his participation in the civil
leaders to read the works of Mao
rights struggle of the 1960’s, which Forman supplements with excerpts from
diary entries, affidavits, magazine articles, letters, and speeches—his own and
Zedong. In 1967, Forman became dithose of colleagues. Forman describes his interactions with such important figrector of international affairs for the
ures of the time as Martin Luther King, Jr., Stokely Carmichael, Frantz Fanon,
SNCC. As such, he looked to conRoy Wilkins, Eldridge Cleaver, Julian Bond, and Huey P. Newton. Forman also
nect the struggles of African Ameridescribes his ill-fated union with the Black Panther Party, thereby giving one of
cans with international movements
the most important firsthand accounts of the inner workings of the group. The
against colonialism and oppression
most important chapter is the last one, titled “Black Manifesto.” In it, Forman
in Asia, Latin America, and espeadvocates world socialism and berates the Civil Rights movement for investing
cially Africa. In the summer of 1967,
in middle-class blacks instead of black workers. Forman calls for violent strugForman made a trip to Tanzania and
gle, the killing of white racists, and the elimination of the “large white rat” by
Zambia. As he was traveling, the
the people of the world. He reveals that he meant his demand for hundreds of
six-day Arab-Israeli War broke out.
millions of dollars from churches in May, 1969, not only as reparations but also
as a strike against the Christian religion, which he blamed for ruining his childForman wrote two letters (June 7,
hood with images of hellfire. Although the book is autobiographical, Forman
1967, and June 8, 1967) to SNCC
intended it to be a handbook that would help shape a new generation of
colleague Stanley Wise in which he
revolutionaries.
sought to understand that conflict in
terms of an increasing international-
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published his thesis, Self-Determination: An Examination of the Question and Its Application to the AfricanAmerican People, in 1984. In this book, Forman proposes
creating an autonomous region for African Americans in
the United States. His last years were devoted to teaching
and writing. Forman died of colon cancer in 2005.
Significance
When Forman joined SNCC, it was a loose confederation of activist student groups. With maturity and intensity, he shaped the groups into a well-run, formidable
student organization. In addition to his administrative
ability, he was an aggressive protest leader who became
more radical as the 1960’s progressed. His memoir, The
Making of Black Revolutionaries (1972), is notable for
its revelation of the psychology and goals of a 1960’s
leader, as well as Forman’s astute and impressionistic
analysis of revolutionary groups such as SNCC and the
Black Panthers. Although the early Civil Rights movement had been led by African ministers and churches,
Forman rejected the role of religious groups in activism.
He considered his demand for multimillion-dollar reparations from churches and synagogues as both the next
step in the civil rights struggle and a strike against religion and capitalism.
—Howard Bromberg
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Further Reading
Clayborne, Carson. In Struggle: SNCC and the Black
Awakening of the 1960’s. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1995. This academic study of the
dynamics of the SNCC credits Forman with building
an administrative structure that could support the local organizers and Freedom Riders of the Civil Rights
movement.
Forman, James. The Making of Black Revolutionaries.
Foreword by Julian Bond. 1972. Rev. ed. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1997. Forman’s incendiary call for revolution is presented in the context of his
personal account of the 1960’s.
Greenberg, Cheryl, ed. A Circle of Trust: Remembering
the SNCC. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University
Press, 1998. Reminiscences and oral histories by the
founders and members of the SNCC.
Turner, Jeffrey. Sitting In and Speaking Out: Student
Movements in the American South, 1960-1970. Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2010. Focuses on
the role that African American and white students
played in the Civil Rights movement.
See also: Julian Bond; Stokely Carmichael; Eldridge
Cleaver; Martin Luther King, Jr.; Huey P. Newton;
Roy Wilkins.
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Franco Harris
Football player
Harris was an outstanding professional football
running back. He was pivotal in making the Pittsburgh
Steelers the dominant football team of the 1970’s,
helping restore pride to a beleaguered city.
Born: March 7, 1950; Fort Dix, New Jersey
Area of achievement: Sports: football
Early Life
Franco Harris was born on March 7, 1950, in Fort Dix,
New Jersey. He was the third of nine children. His father,
Cadillac Harris, was African American, while his mother,
Gina Parenti, was Italian. His parents met during World
War II while Cadillac was stationed in Italy.
Franco Harris was a star running back on his New Jersey high school football team and was offered a football

scholarship to Pennsylvania State University to play for
the renowned Nittany Lions. His immense talent was not
recognized in college, however. Harris was used only
sparingly in his freshman and sophomore years. He was
injured in his third year. In his senior year he was mainly
used to block for the talented runner Lydell Mitchell.
Coach Joe Paterno seemed skeptical of Harris’s work
ethic. Professional scouts also were mystified by him.
Harris was a big back at 6 feet, 2 inches and 230 pounds,
but he was not a physical runner. Despite his size, he did
not barrel through defenders but looked to avoid them.
He blocked for other runners more than he carried the
football. Nevertheless, he showed enough promise for
the Pittsburgh Steelers to select him in the first round of
the National Football League (NFL) draft in 1971, with
the thirteenth pick.
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following seven seasons. Paralleling
his success, the Steelers made the
play-offs eight seasons in a row. The
Franco Harris’s so-called “Immaculate Reception” in the 1972 American
dominant football team of the 1970’s,
Football Conference divisional play-off game is one of the most controversial,
the Steelers won four Super Bowls,
bizarre, and legendary plays in the history of football. In Pittsburgh on Decemin 1975, 1976, 1979, and 1980. In
ber 23, 1972, the Oakland Raiders, a perennial league powerhouse, were playtheir first Super Bowl victory, in
ing the Pittsburgh Steelers, who had not won a postseason game in their forty1975, Harris rushed for 158 yards,
year history. With twenty-two seconds remaining in the game, the Steelers
trailed the Raiders and appeared headed for defeat.
earning most valuable player honors
On fourth down, with ten yards to go and no timeouts remaining, the
for the game. In his four Super Bowl
Steelers had one last shot. Quarterback Terry Bradshaw hurled the ball thirty
appearances, he rushed for a record
yards downfield from the Steelers’ forty-yard line to John “Frenchy” Fuqua,
354 yards. After twelve seasons with
who was covered by Raiders safety Jack Tatum. Tatum slammed into Fuqua
the Steelers, Harris was released after
and the ball deflected backward toward the ground. Improbably, Harris was in
a contract dispute in 1983. He played
position to scoop up the ball and charge forty-two yards into the end zone as
one year with the Seattle Seahawks
time ran out, giving the Steelers the first play-off victory in their history. Was the
in 1984 before retiring.
catch legal? It depended on whether Fuqua touched the ball, as at the time the
In his thirteen professional searules did not allow for two receivers to touch the ball consecutively. Did Harris
sons, Harris gained a total of 12,120
scoop up the ball before it touched the ground? After conferring for ten minutes
yards. As of 2010, he was ranked
in front of 100,000 screaming fans, the referees upheld Harris’s touchdown.
In the decades since the play, enhanced videotape review has provided no
thirteenth in all-time rushing yards.
more clarity as to the legality of Harris’s catch. What is clear is that this most
He scored a career total of one hunremarkable play marked the beginning of the mighty Steelers dynasty of the
dred touchdowns and was named to
1970’s and the arrival of a talented—and fortunate—superstar in Franco
the Pro Bowl in nine consecutive
Harris.
years. Although he was sometimes
criticized for his reluctance to take a
direct hit, his careful running on the
field contributed to his remarkable
Life’s Work
durability. Despite the physical pounding a running back
To the surprise of many, Harris was an immediate star in
takes, Harris missed only nine games in his career.
the NFL in 1972. He rushed for more than 100 yards in
The success of the Steelers was a source of great pride
six consecutive games and 1,055 total yards for the seaof the city of Pittsburgh, then undergoing urban decline.
son, winning rookie of the year honors. Harris combined
With his sportsmanship and versatile running style, Harsize and strength with finesse; he could power past tackris was a fan favorite, especially supported by Pittslers but he also could change directions quickly to elude
burgh’s large Italian American population. His loyal fans
them. In addition to his rushing, Harris also was a surewere called “Franco’s Italian Army” and would wave
handed receiver and an excellent blocker. The Steelers
Italian flags at games. He was inducted into the Hall of
had been a hapless team for four decades, but in the
Fame in 1990, his first year of eligibility.
1970’s they began to acquire top players. In addition to
Harris and his college sweetheart, Dana DokmanoHarris at running back, the Steelers had a star quartervich, had one son, Franco Dokmanovich Harris. After
back in Terry Bradshaw and an intimidating defensive
his retirement from football, Harris found success in a
line known as the “Steel Curtain.” In 1972, the Steelers
second career, as a food services executive. He built his
made their first postseason appearance in years. In the diSuper Bakery Company into an industry leader, selling
vision play-off game against the Los Angeles Raiders,
nutritious baked goods to institutional customers. Harris
the Steelers trailed by a point with only twenty-two secsaw a public dimension to his business ventures; he suponds remaining when Harris scooped up a deflected pass
plied lunches to public schools. He also purchased conand charged into the end zone, completing an incredible
trolling shares in the nearly bankrupt Parks Sausage
play that came to be known as “The Immaculate Recepcompany, making it the first African American-owned
tion.” The Steelers had won the division championship,
company to be publicly traded. He also won numerous
their first title in forty years.
awards for his community service. In 2008, Harris was a
Harris rushed for more than 1,000 yards in six of the
member of Pennsylvania’s delegation to the Democratic

Harris and the “Immaculate Reception”
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National Convention, casting his vote for the nomination
of Barack Obama.
Significance
Harris is considered one of the top ten running backs in
football history. An all-around player, he could run with
both power and speed and also could catch and block.
Harris was instrumental in making the 1970’s Steelers
one of the greatest dynastis in football history. His incredible catch in the play known as “The Immaculate
Reception” is memorialized in a statue in the Pittsburgh International Airport. Harris found success in retirement in the food industry. His Super Bakery was both
commercially successful and a means to community
service.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Dubner, Stephan. Confessions of a Hero-Worshipper.
New York: Harper Perennial, 2007. Unusual account
of Dubner’s adulation of Franco Harris and his attempt to establish a personal relationship with his
idol, with insightful biographical asides on Harris’s
football career.

Harris, Patricia Roberts
Gay, Timothy. The Physics of Football: Discover the Science of Bone-Crunching Hits, Soaring Field Goals,
and Awe-Inspiring Passes. New York: HarperCollins,
2005. Studies football play from the perspective of
physics, with a section analyzing “The Immaculate
Reception.”
Jaworski, Ron. The Games That Changed the Game: The
Evolution of the NFL in Seven Sundays. New York:
ESPN Books, 2010. A detailed account of the games
of greatest significance in the evolution of modern
football. Includes the Pittsburgh Steelers-Los Angeles Raiders contest on December 29, 1974, won by
the Steelers, and described by Harris as the team’s
biggest game of the 1970’s.
Millman, Chad, and Shawn Coyne. The Ones Who Hit
the Hardest: The Steelers, the Cowboys, the ’70s,
and the Fight for America’s Soul. New York: Gotham,
2010. Portrays the rise of the 1970’s Pittsburgh Steelers
against the backdrop of the decline of Rust Belt
America. Insightful descriptions of Harris’s unlikely
stardom and popularity.
See also: Marcus Allen; Earl Campbell; Willie Lanier;
Walter Payton; O. J. Simpson; Emmitt Smith.
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Connie Hawkins
Basketball player
Hawkins was one of the premier forwards in the
history of basketball. His soaring, acrobatic moves
were a precursor of the high-flying style of modern
play. After he was expelled from college over his
connection to a point-shaving scandal, Hawkins
successfully sued to play in the National Basketball
Association.
Born: July 17, 1942; Brooklyn, New York
Also known as: Cornelius L. Hawkins; Hawk
Area of achievement: Sports: basketball
Early Life
Cornelius L. Hawkins was born in the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood in Brooklyn, New York. He was
the fifth of six children of Isaiah and Dorothy Hawkins.
When Connie Hawkins was nine years old, his father
left the family. His mother worked as a cook in a local
public school until she was stricken with blindness.
Hawkins was raised in poverty. A tall, gangly child, he
quickly discovered a talent and love for street basketball.
He played on the playgrounds of Brooklyn and Queens
with some of the best street basketball players in the
world.
Hawkins attended Boys High School in Brooklyn and
was taken under the wing of Coach Mickey Fisher. In addition to the flashy dunks that Hawkins had learned on
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the playground, he learned solid basketball fundamentals from Fisher—training that stood him in good stead
his entire playing career. He became dominant on both
offense and defense. In his junior and senior years, the
Boys High Kangaroo basketball team won forty consecutive games and the New York City public school championship. At the time, Hawkins was the most celebrated
high school player in New York City history.
During the summers, Hawkins played in Harlem’s
famous Rucker League, named for Holcombe Rucker,
a teacher at P.S.139 (Frederick Douglass Junior High
School) in Harlem, who spent his free time teaching
basketball to underprivileged children. Hawkins’s highflying style earned him the nickname “Hawk.” However,
out of either poverty or naïveté, Hawkins became involved with boosters and promoters eager to gain his
favor. He was given basketball shoes, clothing, and
spending money, all technical violations of amateur athletic rules. College recruiters flocked to him, although he
had difficulty with academics.
Hawkins chose to attend the University of Iowa.
Shortly after he arrived on campus, however, he was implicated in a financial scandal. He had borrowed $240
from the infamous Jack Molinas, a former player and lawyer who was running a nationwide point-fixing racket involving players and promoters. Hawkins was interrogated
by detectives from the New York County District Attor-
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ney’s Office. New York District Attorney Frank Hogan labeled Hawkins
an “intermediary,” who introduced
players to gamblers. Even though
no evidence showed that Hawkins
was directly involved in the pointshaving scheme, he was expelled
from Iowa and with forty-six other
college players permanently banned
from playing in the National Basketball Association (NBA).

Hawkins, Connie

Connie Hawkins’s Lawsuit Against the NBA
Although Connie Hawkins was only on the periphery of the 1961 pointshaving scandal, he was banned from playing in the National Basketball Association (NBA), his lifelong ambition. David and Roslyn Litman were a married
couple, both lawyers, who had done legal work for the Pittsburgh Renaissance
of the American Basketball League (ABL). The Litmans, along with lawyer
Howard Spector, encouraged Hawkins to file suit against the NBA in a bid to
reverse his lifetime ban. They filed a claim on his behalf in late 1966 in the U.S.
District Court for Western Pennsylvania, alleging that the NBA was a monopoly that conspired to deprive Hawkins of a chance to earn a livelihood.
Hawkins sought damages under antitrust law. Two milestones led to settlement
of the case. First, the NBA lost its motion to transfer the case to a court in New
York in Hawkins v. National Basketball Association. Second, author David
Wolf published an article, “Unjust Exile of a Superstar,” in the May 16, 1969,
issue of Life magazine arguing that Hawkins had been unfairly tarred in the
point-shaving scandal. Facing bad publicity and an uncertain outcome in court,
the NBA governing board decided to settle with Hawkins, offering him a fiveyear, no-cut contract worth $410,000, a $25,000-per-year annuity to begin at
age forty-five, a $250,000 signing bonus, and payment of his legal fees.
Hawkins was the first professional athlete to successfully use the court system
to clear his name of wrongdoing. His success helped pave the way for the landmark U.S. Supreme Court case of Flood v. Kuhn (1972) addressing the antitrust
exemption in professional sports.

Life’s Work
In the fall of 1961, Hawkins signed
on with the Pittsburgh Renaissance
of the American Basketball League
(ABL), newly inaugurated by Harlem
Globetrotters owner Abe Saperstein.
The ABL was an innovative league,
and its free-flowing play was perfectly suited to Hawkins’s above-therim style. At a height of 6 feet, 8
inches, with huge hands and an iron
grip, Hawkins would wave the ball
in front of defenders before gliding
past them for a thunderous dunk or
elegant finger roll. In addition to his astounding leaping
ability, he was an outstanding rebounder and shot-blocker
and, for a big man, an excellent jump shooter, ballhandler, and passer. He pioneered the running, sky-high
hook shot, which would be perfected by Kareem AbdulJabbar. Although he was only nineteen years old, Hawkins
was the league’s dominant player and won the most valuable player award.
In 1963, Hawkins married Nancy Foster. They would
have three children. He also joined the famed Harlem
Globetrotters upon the demise of the ABL. Hawkins
played three seasons for the Globetrotters, increasing
their popularity with his spectacular play. In 1966,
Hawkins filed a six-million-dollar lawsuit against the
NBA, alleging that its ban against him violated federal
antitrust laws. The following year, he signed a contract with the Pittsburgh Pipers of the newly established
American Basketball Association (ABA), the successor
league to the ABL. As with the ABL, Hawkins was the
ABA’s most dominant player, earning the most valuable
player award with an average of 26.8 points and 13.5 rebounds per game and leading the Pipers to the league
championship in the inaugural 1968-1969 season. The
following year, Hawkins averaged more than 30 points

per game; in one game against the New York Nets, he
scored an ABA-record 57 points. However he also suffered a severe ligament injury to his knee that threatened
his effectiveness.
In 1969, the NBA settled Hawkins’s lawsuit, paying
him $1.3 million and allowing his long-delayed entry
into the league. The expansion Phoenix Suns team won
a coin toss for his signing rights. In his first season,
Hawkins averaged 24.6 points and 8 rebounds per game
and led the Suns to the play-offs. In the following two
seasons, the Suns became one of the premier teams in the
NBA, and Hawkins averaged more than 20 points per
game. He was selected to the NBA All-Star team in each
of his first four seasons in the league. However, it was
soon clear that his injuries had taken a toll and that
his best years were behind him. Nevertheless, Hawkins
amazed NBA fans with his soaring rebounds, accurate
hook shot, towering blocks, and high-flying dunks.
In 1973, Hawkins was traded to the Los Angeles
Lakers; three years later, he was sent to the Atlanta
Hawks. He retired after the 1975-1976 season. In 1976,
the Phoenix Suns retired his jersey, number 42. In 1992,
Hawkins was inducted into the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame. In 1994, he was designated one
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of the Harlem Globetrotters’ legends. In retirement,
Hawkins returned to the Suns as a community-relations
representative in 1992. He worked with the organization
to renovate thirty basketball courts, conducted basketball
clinics, and visited community centers to speak with
children. In light of his own underprivileged youth,
Hawkins worked to better the lives of other youngsters.
In 2007, he received a diagnosis of colon cancer. After
chemotherapy, he was declared cancer-free.
Significance
Hawkins is considered one of the finest forwards in the
history of basketball. Banned from the NBA, he starred
with the Globetrotters and in the ABA. Even though he
only played in the NBA late in his career, he made his
mark. For his size, he showed great agility and finesse.
His above-the-rim, acrobatic style of play foreshadowed
such future stars as Julius Erving and Michael Jordan.
Off the court, Hawkins was a reserved, sensitive man
who persevered in historic litigation to reach his dream
of playing in the NBA. This litigation represented a milestone in the penetration of the legal system into the internal rules of professional sports leagues. In a few decades,
such matters as player contracts, league discipline, and
team ownership would be determined as much by courts
as by the long-standing rules and traditions of sport.
—Howard Bromberg
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Further Reading
Malozzi, Vincent. Asphalt Gods: An Oral History of the
Rucker Tournament. New York: Doubleday, 2003. A
history of the famous annual street basketball tournament in Harlem. Hawkins’s performances on the outdoor asphalt court were legendary.
Rosen, Charley. The Wizard of Odds: How Jack Molinas
Almost Destroyed the Game of Basketball. New York:
Seven Stories Press, 2003. Account of Molinas’s
point-shaving and game-fixing schemes, which ensnared Hawkins.
Shoals, Bethlehem, et al. FreeDarko Presents the Undisputed Guide to Pro Basketball History. New York:
Bloomsbury, 2010. A colorful collection of essays
on the major personalities of professional basketball, derived from the Free Darko blog. The section on
Hawkins emphasizes his “lost years” outside the NBA.
Wolf, David. Foul! The Connie Hawkins Story. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972. Wolf’s 1969 article in Life magazine arguing for Hawkins’s innocence
helped compel the settlement of the lawsuit against
the NBA. This book expands the article into a biography of Hawkins, with more details about the case.
See also: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar; Elgin Baylor; Wilt
Chamberlain; Julius Erving; Curt Flood; Michael Jordan; Bill Russell.
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Iverson, Allen

Allen Iverson
Basketball player
Iverson is a professional basketball player whose quick,
fearless drives to the basket made him a star
in the National Basketball Association. However,
he also became nearly as well known for his fiery
persona as for his stellar play on the court.
Born: June 7, 1975; Hampton, Virginia
Also known as: Allen Ezail Iverson; the Answer;
A. I.
Area of achievement: Sports: basketball
Early Life
Allen Ezail Iverson was born on June 7, 1975, and raised
in trying circumstances. His mother, Ann, was only fifteen years old when he was born. He had little contact
with his biological father. When Iverson was young, Michael Freeman moved in with the family, and he and Ann
had two daughters, Brandy and Aiesha. Although he was
devoted to the family, Freeman was frequently incarcerated. The family lived in poverty in the Hampton/Newport News area of Virginia.
Iverson was a star athlete at Bethel High School in
Hampton, Virginia. In football, he excelled as a quarterback, kick returner, and receiver. In basketball, he played
point guard, leading his high school team to the state
championship. Off the court, however, Iverson found
himself in trouble. On February 14, 1993, Iverson was
involved in a brawl outside a bowling alley. Although
Iverson maintained that he was not involved in the actual
fighting, he was tried as an adult, convicted of a felony,
and sentenced to fifteen years in the state penitentiary,
with ten years suspended, a punishment that aroused
controversy. Iverson was only seventeen years old and,

after four months in prison, he was pardoned by Virginia
governor L. Douglas Wilder. However he was prohibited
from further participation in high school athletics. (His
criminal conviction was reversed in 1995.) Iverson
earned his high school degree from the Richard Milburn
High School.
Iverson was recruited to play basketball for Georgetown University by legendary coach John Thompson.
Iverson excelled on both defense and offense in his first
two years as a Georgetown Hoya. He was named Big
East Conference Defensive Player of the Year. He also
set a school record for scoring average at twenty-three
points per game. Eager to attain professional success,
Iverson decided to enter the National Basketball Association (NBA) draft after only his sophomore year. Although he generated controversy with his cornrowed
hair, ostentatious jewelry, and tattoos, and for nicknaming himself “The Answer,” his talent could not be overlooked. At barely 6 feet tall and 165 pounds, Iverson
always was one of the smallest players on the court.
However, his combination of speed, agility, ballhandling, and shooting ability were perhaps unequaled
in basketball. He was selected by the Philadelphia 76ers
with the first overall pick in the 1996 NBA draft; Iverson
was the shortest player ever picked first in the draft.
Life’s Work
In his first season, Iverson won the NBA rookie of the
year award, averaging 23.5 points and 7.5 assists per
game. However, Iverson also was labeled a selfish player
who was interested mostly in his own statistics. In the
1997 offseason, he was convicted of carrying a concealed weapon and possession of marijuana.
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Allen Iverson. (AP/Wide World Photos)

In his third year in the NBA, Iverson moved from
point guard to shooting guard, allowing him to focus on
scoring more than playmaking. He won the scoring title
with an average of 26.8 points per game. Iverson amazed
fans and players with his ball handling, lightning-quick
penetration to the basket, and ability to shoot over and
around taller defenders. With his quick hands, he accumulated numerous steals on defense. His high cross-over
dribble threw numerous defenders off balance. He led
the league in steals in three seasons. The 76ers paid him
$71 million for a six-year contract extension. In the 2000
offseason, Iverson recorded a rap single called “40 Bars”
under the stage name Jewelz. Because of the inflamma820

tory nature of the lyrics, he was criticized by the NBA commissioner. “40
Bars” was not released, and Iverson’s
career as a rapper came to a quick end.
On the court however, Iverson elevated his game to a new level. In the
2000-2001 season, he led the league
in scoring, averaging 31.4 points per
game, and was voted the NBA most
valuable player. The 76ers had the
league’s second-best record and made it
to the NBA Finals, where they were defeated by the Los Angeles Lakers, but
only after Iverson scored 48 points in
a stunning overtime upset in the first
game. On August 3, 2001, he married
his longtime girlfriend, Tawana Turner.
Iverson continued his torrent of scoring over the next few seasons, but the
76ers’ team performance lagged. Iverson had run-ins with 76ers coaches and
was reprimanded for missing practice.
In the off-season, he was involved in
well-publicized disputes at various Atlantic City casinos. In 2005-2006, Iverson averaged a career-best 33 points per
game, as well as 7.4 assists. Nevertheless, he was traded the following season
to the Denver Nuggets. In his first full
season with the Nuggets, Iverson played
in every game of the season, averaging
26.4 points per game and helping the
Nuggets reach the play-offs. However,
Iverson also found himself in a dispute with referees over officiating, for
which he was fined twenty-five thousand dollars. On November 3, 2008, he
was traded to the Detroit Pistons. Iverson was still perceived as a superstar, but with advancing age, injuries, and his reputation for trouble, he began to look
like a journeyman player as well. Although he played
some good games with the Pistons, Iverson eventually lost his role as a starter. For the 2009-2010 season, he signed on with the Memphis Grizzlies, but
played only three games. He finished out the season with
the Philadelphia 76ers. In the fall of 2010, with the
league’s interest in him waning, Iverson began playing
for the Turkish Besiktas team in the European professional league.
By 2010, Iverson and Tawana were the parents of five
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children; however their marriage was strained. His association with rap music continued to garner interest. In
2010, he began producing songs for rapper Ty Gracie. A
documentary, No Crossover: The Trial of Allen Iverson
(2010), was made about Iverson’s high school arrest,
trial, and incarceration.
Significance
Iverson was one of the top-scoring guards in the history
of the NBA. For a basketball player, he was undersized at
6 feet, but Iverson compensated with quickness and a
high tolerance for rough, physical play. He had outstanding penetration and dribbling skills and a legendary
crossover dribble. A gritty, tough player, Iverson attracted controversy both on and off the court. He was determined to stay true to his roots and not adopt a more
bland persona for public consumption. For that decision,
he was been criticized by some and admired by others for
his authenticity.
—Howard Bromberg
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Further Reading
Grange, Michael. Basketball’s Greatest Stars. New York:
Firefly Books. 2010. Profiles the fifty greatest players
in NBA history, including Iverson.
Platt, Larry. Only the Strong Survive: The Odyssey of
Allen Iverson. New York: Regan Books, 2002. Platt
explains Iverson’s basketball success and off-thecourt controversies in terms of his impoverished childhood and hip-hop-influenced persona.
Smallwood, John, Jr. Allen Iverson: Fear No One. New
York: Pocket Books, 2001. Positive view of Iverson,
detailing the many obstacles he overcame with tenacity and grit.
Stewart, Mark. Allen Iverson: Motion and Emotion. Nass,
Colo.: Milbrook Press, 2001. Describes Iverson as
representing a new wave of basketball players.
See also: Chauncey Billups; Kobe Bryant; Michael
Jordan; Kenyon Martin; Chris Paul; Paul Pierce; Oscar Robertson; Gus Williams.
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Astronaut, pilot, and scientist
Lawrence was the first African American astronaut.
His tragic death in a plane crash during flight training
prevented him from making an actual launch into
space.
Born: October 2, 1935; Chicago, Illinois
Died: December 8, 1967; Edwards Air Force Base,
California
Also known as: Robert Henry Lawrence, Jr.
Areas of achievement: Military; Science and
technology
Early Life
Robert Henry Lawrence, Jr., was born in 1935 in Chicago to Robert, Sr., and Gwendolyn Annette Williams
Lawrence. Robert, Sr., was a disabled veteran, and
Gwendolyn was a civil servant. Lawrence had one sister.
When he was young, his parents divorced; his mother
eventually remarried Charles Duncan, her colleague in
the Veterans Administration.
Lawrence was a precocious child. He showed an early
interest in model airplanes, chess, and science. At Englewood High School he was both an athlete and an excellent student. He excelled in long-distance running and
graduated in the top 10 percent of his class at age sixteen.
In 1952, Lawrence enrolled in Bradley University in
Peoria, Illinois. He majored in chemistry and joined the
Air Force Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC). In
1956, he graduated from Bradley with a B.S. in chemistry and was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Air Force. Lawrence spent the next year receiving
flight training at Malden Air Force Base. In 1958, he
married Barbara Cress. They would have one son.
Life’s Work
The Air Force assigned Lawrence to Fürstenfeldbruck
Air Base near Munich, Germany. During this period of
the Cold War, the United States maintained a large military presence in West Germany, and Lawrence served as
a fighter pilot and instructor for German air force pilots.
In 1961, he returned to the United States to continue his
education. He enrolled in a joint doctoral program at
Ohio State University and the Air Force Institute of Technology at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Lawrence
received a doctorate in physical chemistry in 1965. His
dissertation addressed the conversion of tritium beta rays
to methane and ethane gas.

Lawrence was assigned as a research scientist to
the Air Force weapons laboratory on the Kirtland Air
Force Base, New Mexico. He also logged more than
twenty-five hundred flight hours as a pilot, mostly in
newly designed jet aircraft. When he was thirty-two
years old, he was selected for the Air Force Manned
Orbiting Laboratory Program. This program aimed to
place spacecraft from the earlier Gemini space project
in orbit, operated by two astronauts for a thirty-day period. The astronauts would conduct reconnaissance and
other projects. The Air Force space missions were the
precursor to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) space station programs. A rigorous
selection process for this program began in 1965. Each
candidate had to be a highly qualified military pilot
who had graduated from the Aerospace Research Pilot
School (ARPS). In addition, he had to have the recommendation of a commanding officer. Seventeen pilots
were selected for the mission. Although they retained
the title of pilots rather than astronauts, they in fact were
being prepared for space travel, and many would go on
to space launches.
Lawrence’s selection as a mission member was announced on June 30, 1967. Lawrence was the first African American selected for training as an astronaut. As
part of his ARPS training, Lawrence conducted research
on the gliding and steep-descent ability of unpowered
aircraft from the high orbit proposed for the shuttle. On
December 8, 1967, he was killed in an airplane crash at
Edwards Air Force Base. Lawrence was flying in the
back seat of an F-104 Starfighter jet on a training mission
to practice landing approaches. The pilot misjudged the
approach, and the plane slammed into the runway. The
pilot ejected safely by parachute, but Lawrence was
killed.
In June, 1969, the Air Force manned space programs were folded into NASA. If he had survived the
jet crash, it is likely that Lawrence would have been
transferred to NASA in 1969 and flown on one of the
first space shuttle missions. In January, 1997, the Air
Force reexamined Lawrence’s file and officially upgraded his title to “astronaut.” In December of the same
year, his name was inscribed in the Astronaut’s Memorial Foundation space mirror at the Kennedy Space
Center in Cape Canaveral, Florida, commemorating
American astronauts who died in performance of their
duties.
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Significance
Since 1997, Lawrence has been officially classified as an
astronaut, making him the first African American to
serve in that role. He pursued his childhood aptitude for
science and technology and became an outstanding researcher and pilot and the first African American selected for spaceflight. With the great success of the U.S.
space program in later decades, efforts were made to remember astronauts like Lawrence who gave their lives in
early efforts to conquer space.
—Howard Bromberg

Recounts the details of Lawrence’s death as part of the
history of the American space program.
Hardesty, Von. Black Wings: Courageous Stories. New
York: HarperCollins, 2008. A lavishly illustrated history of African American participation in military, civilian, and space aviation. The short section on Lawrence emphasizes his rigorous training.
Shayler, David. Gemini Steps to the Moon. Chichester,
England: Springer-Praxis, 2002. History of the pioneering manned spaceflight program, highlighting
Lawrence’s preparations to be an astronaut.

Further Reading
Baker, Philip. The Story of Manned Space Stations: An
Introduction. Berlin, Germany: Springer-Praxis 2007.

See also: Guion Bluford; Charles F. Bolden, Jr.; Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.; Frederick Drew Gregory; Mae C.
Jemison; Ronald E. McNair.
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Educator
Mays was the president for twenty-seven years of
Morehouse College, a historically African American
institution. He provided intellectual and moral support
to civil rights activists and was a mentor to Martin
Luther King, Jr.
Born: August 1, 1894; Epworth, South Carolina
Died: March 28, 1984; Atlanta, Georgia
Also known as: Benjamin Elijah Mays
Areas of achievement: Civil rights; Education;
Religion and theology
Early Life
Benjamin Elijah Mays was born on August 1, 1894, in
Epworth, South Carolina. He was the youngest of
eight children of Hezekiah and Louvenia Carter
Mays. Both parents were born into slavery. After
the Civil War they made a hardscrabble living as
sharecropping tenant farmers in South Carolina’s
cotton economy. Benjamin Mays’s childhood was
not easy. His father was an alcoholic. One of his
earliest memories was of the 1898 Phoenix riot,
when African Americans feared for their lives.
Despite the difficult conditions, Mays found in
his mother a source of strength. Louvenia had a
sustaining religious faith, which she instilled in her
children. Mays’s oldest sister, Susie, made sure he
learned to read and write, and Mays determined to
get an advanced education. At age fifteen, he attended a small Baptist school in McCormick, South
Carolina. At seventeen, he left home to attend
the South Carolina State College high school at
Orangeburg. He graduated as the school valedictorian in 1916. The following year, Mays enrolled in
Virginia Union University. During his summers, he
worked as a Pullman sleeping car porter.
Up to that point, Mays had been educated in exclusively African American schools. He decided to
transfer to Bates College in Maine to receive the
same education as northern whites. Mays graduated with Phi Beta Kappa honors in 1920. The same
year, he married Ellen Harvin; she died in 1923.
Life’s Work
Choosing a career in ministry, Mays enrolled in the
University of Chicago Divinity School in 1920. After taking advanced courses in theology and sociol-

ogy for a year, he was invited by Morehouse College
president John Hope to teach mathematics at Morehouse
College in Atlanta, at the time one of the best-known African American institutions of higher learning. It was the
beginning of Mays’s historic relationship with Morehouse. Mays also was ordained as a Baptist minister in
1921 and became pastor of Atlanta’s Shiloh Baptist
Church, a small congregation of about 125 members.
After teaching for three years, Mays returned to the
University of Chicago to complete his master’s degree.
His master’s thesis was in the field of church history. In
1925, Mays took a job teaching at his alma mater, South
Carolina State College, where he married Sadie Gray in
1926. The next year he and Sadie both accepted positions

Benjamin E. Mays. (AP/Wide World Photos)
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Benjamin E. Mays, President of Morehouse
College (1940-1967)
When Benjamin E. Mays assumed the presidency of Morehouse College in
1940, he found a college of great prestige in the African American community
but in need of strengthening to garner similar prestige in the world of education. Proving himself an avid fund-raiser, Mays built up the endowment, the
necessary building block for all other college endeavors. (He was successful
enough at raising money to earn the nickname of “Buck Benny.”) Mays increased the number of faculty members holding doctoral degrees from two to
thirty-four, raised faculty salaries, and recruited top scholars from other
schools. Mays instituted a Phi Beta Kappa chapter on campus. He also built up
the physical campus of the university, with several new buildings by the distinguished African American architect Edward Charles Miller. While retaining
membership in the Atlanta University Center consortium, Mays increased
Morehouse’s autonomy in decision making.
As president, Mays was both an imposing figure and accessible to the students. After Tuesday morning chapel, it was his custom to address the students
on an intellectual or theological matter. Martin Luther King, Jr., an undergraduate at Morehouse, often approached Mays after the Tuesday talk to discuss a
point. After King received his doctorate in 1955, Mays offered him a faculty
position at Morehouse, but King decided to become pastor at the Ebenezer
Baptist Church instead.
By the time Mays retired in 1967, he had helped build Morehouse into an institution of national stature. A Mays monument in front of Graves Hall and the
Mays Hall Dormitory commemorate his service to the college.

in Tampa, Florida, with the National Urban League, a
civil rights organization for African Americans. In 1928,
Mays became student secretary of the National Council
of the Young Men’s Christian Association, a position he
held for four years, until he returned to the University of
Chicago to complete his Ph.D. His academic reputation
was secured when he cowrote (with Joseph Nicholson) a
pioneering study, The Negro’s Church (1933). In 1935,
Mays was awarded a Ph.D. and took a position as dean of
Howard University’s School of Religion. He published
his dissertation as The Negro’s God as Reflected in His
Literature (1938). Proving himself an able administrator
at Howard, Mays was offered the position of president of
Morehouse College, the sixth in that school’s history.
Morehouse was founded in 1867 as a Baptist college
for African American men. Continuing the efforts of his
distinguished predecessor, Hope, Mays built Morehouse
into a leading educational institution during his twentyseven-year tenure as president. Mays was an ardent advocate of civil rights but believed that he was precluded
from a role as an activist by his duties and responsibilities
as Morehouse president. With his support, many of the
Morehouse students became active in the Civil Rights
1044

movement of the 1960’s. One particular Morehouse student he got to
know was Martin Luther King, Jr.,
who later would describe Mays as his
“spiritual and intellectual mentor.”
When King was imprisoned for civil
disobedience in 1963, scandalizing
many fellow ministers, Mays was
vocal in his support. Known as both
an outstanding orator and a friend
of King, Mays was selected to deliver the eulogy at King’s funeral on
April 9, 1968. (Mays also delivered
the eulogy for Whitney Young, executive director of the National Urban
League, on March 16, 1971.)
After his retirement as Morehouse
president in 1967, Mays served as
chairman of the Atlanta Board of Education until 1981. He was awarded
fifty-six honorary degrees and published seven books and numerous articles. He also held executive offices
in the Federal Council of Churches
and the World Council of Churches.
Mays died on March 28, 1984, in Atlanta.

Significance
Mays’s contribution to American society was multifaceted. He was a devout clergymen and a scholar of religion. His books made a contribution to church history,
the history of African American religion, and the social
gospel. Mays’s twenty-seven-year presidency at Morehouse College increased its prestige. He inspired a generation of Morehouse students, most notably King. A commanding presence, he was the embodiment of rectitude
and integrity. Although he believed that his duties as
president restrained his ability to participate in civil
rights activism, he was a staunch supporter of those on
the front lines seeking equality. The tributes paid to him
by King and other civil rights leaders indicate that Mays
was correct in his belief that his greatest contribution was
as an educator.
— Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Branch, Taylor. Parting the Waters: America in the King
Years, 1954-1963. New York: Simon & Schuster,
1989. Volume one of a Pulitzer Prize-winning trilogy

Menard, John Willis
Linge, Mary Kay. Willie Mays: A Biography. Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2005. One of the most detailed biographies of Mays, including his childhood
memories and sports accolades.
Mays, Willie. Say Hey: The Autobiography of Willie
Mays. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1988. Mays’s
autobiography is an important source for understanding his experiences.
Vincent, Fay. We Would Have Played for Nothing: Baseball Stars of the 1950’s and 1960’s Talk About the
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Game They Loved. The Baseball Oral History Project
2. New York: Simon & Schuster, 2008. Offers an oral
history of the golden age of baseball, describing the
lives and careers of players who often had to have second and third jobs in order to make ends meet playing
the game they loved.
See also: Hank Aaron; Dusty Baker; Ernie Banks;
Barry Bonds; Lou Brock; Larry Doby; Frank Robinson; Jackie Robinson.
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Activist
Nixon applied lessons he learned as a railway union
organizer to the civil rights struggle in Montgomery,
Alabama. He was instrumental in the success of the
famous Montgomery bus boycott of 1955 initiated by
Rosa Parks’s refusal to give up her bus seat.
Born: July 22, 1899; Montgomery, Alabama
Died: February 25, 1987; Montgomery, Alabama
Also known as: Edgar Daniel Nixon
Areas of achievement: Civil rights; Labor
Early Life
Edgar Daniel Nixon was born on July 22, 1899, in Montgomery, Alabama. He was the fifth of eight children. His
father, Wesley, was a tenant farmer and sometime Baptist
preacher. His mother, Sue Ann, died when Nixon was
young; he was raised by his aunt, Winnie Bates. Nixon
had only a few years of elementary education before beginning work at the age of thirteen. As a result he was
barely literate until he taught himself to read and write as
an adult. His first jobs were as a meat packer, construction worker, and store clerk.
At age nineteen, Nixon became a railway baggage
handler. In 1923, he secured one of the most elite jobs in
the African American community: as a Pullman sleeping
car porter, earning sixty dollars a month. The Pullman
Car Company hired only African Americans as porters
for their luxury sleeping cars. It was a high-paying, prestigious job but also one that demanded total subservience
by the porters to their white clientele. As a traveling porter, Nixon worked on train lines running from Montgomery to Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis, and Miami. He
was appalled by the segregation and Jim Crow law that
existed in much of the United States. As a result he became a vocal supporter of civil rights for African Americans. In 1928 he joined the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters (BSCP) union, organized by A. Philip Randolph.
In 1927, Nixon married Alleas Curry; they would have
one child before the marriage ended. In 1934, he married
Arlet Campbell.
Life’s Work
A loyal follower of union president Randolph, Nixon
rose through the ranks of the organization. In 1938 he
organized and became president of the Montgomery
branch of the BSCP. He would continue as president for
twenty-six years. At the same time, he became a leader in
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Alabama’s civil rights organizations. In 1940, Nixon
organized the Montgomery Voters League to register
African American voters. In 1944, he traveled throughout Alabama in a heated voter registration drive. In
1943, he founded the Montgomery Welfare League to
help indigent African Americans benefit from government relief programs. He also founded the Citizens
Overall Committee to lobby for jobs and better pay.
In 1944, he was elected president of the Montgomery
branch of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP), and in 1947 he became
president of the Alabama NAACP, an office he would
keep until 1950. In 1954, Nixon was defeated in a daring run for the Alabama Democratic Party executive
committee.
Nixon played a central role in the Montgomery bus
boycott. When Rosa Parks was arrested on December 1,
1955, for refusing to give up her seat on a Montgomery
bus, Nixon bailed her out of jail. He received Parks’s
permission to bring her case to court in a legal test of
segregation. Nixon was instrumental in launching the
Montgomery Improvement Association, which led the
successful boycott of Montgomery buses in the aftermath of Parks’s arrest. In response to the boycott, his
house was firebombed. When several African American
ministers hesitated to intensify the boycott, Nixon reprimanded them in a historic meeting that consolidated African American support for the movement.
In recognition of his efforts, Nixon was asked to speak
at a civil rights rally in Madison Square Garden, New
York in May, 1956, along with other civil rights leaders
such as Randolph and Eleanor Roosevelt. However,
Nixon clashed with other national leaders of the NAACP.
He was a blue-collar laborer, probably an atheist, and a
longtime union organizer. He resented the organization’s
new leaders, many of whom were educated clergy members and from the African American middle class. Although Nixon supported the efforts of Martin Luther
King, Jr., he felt that his own contributions to the Civil
Rights movement in Montgomery—which had spanned
some forty years—had been slighted. In protest, he resigned from the NAACP in November, 1957, to return to
local community organizing in Montgomery.
Nixon retired as a Pullman porter in 1964. In the
1970’s, he increasingly complained that accounts of
the Civil Rights movement had overlooked his efforts.
Nixon died in Montgomery on February 25, 1989.
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Significance
Nixon represented the confluence of labor organization and local civil rights activism. For most of his
adult life, he was a leader of the Pullman porters’ union
and the foremost civil rights activist in Montgomery, Alabama. He was a crucial figure in the famous Montgomery bus boycott of 1955 but resented the civil rights leaders who arrived to receive credit for the success of the
boycott, many of whom were better educated and came
from the prosperous African American middle class. He
believed that his forty years of leadership and advocacy
for civil rights in Montgomery were overshadowed by
the national African American leaders. Nevertheless,
Nixon’s life showed the value that a laborer, union
leader, and local organizer could bring to civil rights activism.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Baldwin, Lewis, and Aprille Woodson. Freedom Is Never
Free: A Biographical Portrait of Edgar Daniel Nixon,
Sr. Nashville, Tenn.: Office of Minority Affairs, 1992.
An early and incomplete portrait of Nixon. With photographs.
Tye, Larry. Rising From the Rails: Pullman Porters and
the Making of the Black Middle Class. New York:
Henry Holt, 2004. An examination of the importance
of the role of the Pullman porter in shaping the eco-

Norman, Jessye
nomic and social life of the African American community. Tye describes how Nixon’s position as a Pullman porter was both an asset and a liability in his civil
rights struggles.
White, John. “E. D. Nixon and the White Supremacists:
Civil Rights in Montgomery.” In Before Brown: Civil
Rights and White Backlash in the Modern South,
edited by Glenn Feldman. Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press, 2004. Describes Nixon’s pivotal role
in the civil rights struggle in Montgomery that paved
the way for the historic bus boycott.
_______. “Nixon Was the One: Edgar Daniel Nixon, the
MIA, and the Montgomery Bus Boycott.” In The
Making of Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights
Movement, edited by Brian Ward and Anthony Badger.
New York: New York University Press, 1996. An account of Nixon’s crucial role in the success of the
Montgomery bus boycott that began in 1955.
Williams, Donnie, and Wayne Greenhaw. The Thunder
of Angels: The Montgomery Bus Boycott and the People Who Broke the Back of Jim Crow. Chicago: Lawrence Hill Books, 2006. Focuses on the Montgomery
residents who were the backbone of the Montgomery
bus boycott, foremost of whom was Nixon.
See also: Ralph David Abernathy; Coretta Scott King;
Martin Luther King, Jr.; Rosa Parks; A. Philip Randolph; Jo Ann Gibson Robinson; Bayard Rustin.
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Football player and activist
Peete was a football star in college and a solid
professional player in the National Football League.
He founded an organization to assist autistic families
with his wife, Holly Robinson Peete.
Born: March 16, 1966; Mesa, Arizona
Areas of achievement: Social issues; Sports:
football
Early Life
Rodney Peete was born in suburban Arizona on March
16, 1966. His father, Willie, had excelled in football in
college and became a high school football coach and
later an assistant coach for the University of Arizona.
His mother, Edna, taught school. Peete had an older
brother, Skip. Willie was a loving but strict father. Like
him, his sons were talented athletes, and Willie was determined to cultivate their talent. Willie played football
with his sons and brought them to Arizona football
games, where they stood with him on the sidelines during
the game and visited the locker room afterward to meet
the players.
Peete excelled on the track team of Tuscon’s Magee
Junior High School. In Sahuaro High School in Tucson
and Sahwnee Mission South High School in Overland
Park, Kansas, he starred in football, basketball, and baseball. As Peete developed his football talent, he was
mentored by his father. He attended the University of
Southern California (USC), where he played baseball as
well as football. On the baseball team, Peete was an outstanding third baseman and was drafted by several professional baseball teams. However, he made his greatest
impact as a quarterback on the Trojans’football team. On
November 21, 1987, he led USC to a 17-13 victory over
its crosstown rival, the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), with 2 touchdown passes. The victory secured the Trojans a berth in the Rose Bowl.
Peete’s most notable game came the following season, once more against UCLA, on November 19, 1988.
Peete was hospitalized with the measles all week but dramatically appeared for the home game before 100,741
fans. UCLA was led by star quarterback Troy Aikman.
Peete completed 16 of 28 passes for 189 yards and led
USC to a 31-22 victory, again earning the team a berth in
the Rose Bowl. Peete was voted the nation’s best senior
quarterback and finished second in voting for the
Heisman Trophy behind Oklahoma State tailback Barry
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Sanders, who was completing one of the greatest seasons
in the history of college football.
Life’s Work
Peete entered the National Football League (NFL) draft
and was selected by the Detroit Lions in 1989. He would
play sixteen seasons in the NFL. Peete was a reliable professional player but never achieved the success he had in
college, partly because he was plagued by injuries. Over
his career, he played for the Lions from 1989 to 1993, the
Dallas Cowboys in 1994, the Philadelphia Eagles from
1995 to 1998, the Washington Redskins from 2000 to
2001, and the Carolina Panthers from 2002 to 2004. He
retired with a total of 16,338 yards and 76 touchdowns.
In 1995, Peete married actor Holly Robinson. They
had four children: twins Ryan and Rodney, Jr., born in
1997; Robinson, born in 2002; and Roman, born in 2005.
After his retirement from football in 2004, Peete entered
a career in sports broadcasting on television and radio.
He served as a cohost on Fox Sports Network’s The Best
Damn Sports Show Period. In 2008, he and Holly hosted
Meet the Peetes on XM Radio’s Oprah Radio.
Peete also found a new and important role after the
end of his football career: He became an advocate for
parents with autistic children. His son Rodney, Jr., known
as R. J., has autism, a developmental disorder that affects
social and communication skills. A diagnosis of autism
often proves devastating to the emotional life of a family.
As Peete relates in his 2010 book Not My Boy! A Father, a
Son, and One Family’s Journey with Autism, his first reaction to his son’s diagnosis was anger and denial, as
Peete realized that he could never enjoy the kind of relationship with his oldest son that he had enjoyed with his
own father. With the help of his wife and various medical
professionals, however, Peete came to accept and understand his son’s condition. In 1997, Peete and Holly established the HollyRod Foundation to provide medical,
physical, and emotional support for people affected by
autism and Parkinson’s disease (Holly’s father died of
Parkinson’s).
Significance
Peete was a star college quarterback who led the USC
Trojans football team to back-to-back berths in the Rose
Bowl in 1987 and 1988. As a Heisman Trophy finalist, he
ranked among the elite players in all of college football.
Peete went on to a solid if unspectacular career in the
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NFL, then continued to make an impact on others’ lives
through philanthropy and advocacy. He and his wife provide a public face for parents of autistic children and offer other families resources and support.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Peete, Holly Robinson, and Ryan Peete. My Brother
Charlie. New York: Scholastic, 2010. An encouraging book for children about living with an autistic sibling. Written by Rodney Peete’s wife and daughter, it
is based on the Peetes’ family life.

Perry, Tyler
Peete, Rodney. Not My Boy! A Father, a Son, and One
Family’s Journey with Autism. New York: Hyperion
Books, 2010. Drawing on his experiences with his own
father, Peete recounts life with his autistic son, R. J.,
and how his family has dealt with the condition.
Telander, Rick. “On Top in L.A.” Sports Illustrated 69,
no. 24 (November 28, 1988). Recounts the highlight
of Peete’s sensational college career: the 31-22 victory over rival UCLA in November, 1988.
See also: Damon Allen; Marcus Allen; Marshall
Faulk; Donovan McNabb; Jerry Rice; Emmitt Smith.
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Sanders, Barry

Barry Sanders
Football player
Sanders was one of the greatest running backs in
the history of collegiate and professional football.
He certainly was the most elusive, with the ability
to dance and weave away from defenders. Sanders
also was known for his humble demeanor on and
off the field and his abrupt decision to retire in
sight of the career rushing record.

versity (OSU), even though the OSU Cowboys already
had an outstanding tailback in Thurman Thomas. As a
freshman, Sanders mostly sat on the bench and rushed
for only 325 yards in the entire season. In his sophomore year, he again had a limited number of carries,
playing as backup to Thomas. After Thomas graduated
in 1988, Sanders became the team’s starting tailback in

Born: July 16, 1968; Wichita, Kansas
Also known as: Barry David Sanders
Area of achievement: Sports: football
Early Life
Barry David Sanders was born on July 16, 1968, to
William and Shirley Sanders. He was the seventh
of their eleven children. Barry Sanders’s father
had been an outstanding athlete; his mother exercised a great influence through her Christian faith
and patience. Together, Sanders’s parents instilled
in their children a respect for hard work and education.
Although Sanders loved sports from an early
age, he was small and often overlooked. At Wichita North High School, he was considered too
short to play running back despite his agility. In
addition, Sanders already had evolved what he described as his “spit-on-hot-skillet” style of running, darting around to avoid tackles. To his first
high school coach, it seemed that Sanders lacked
the courage to run straight at the defender; Sanders
did not become the team’s starting tailback until midway through his senior year. In his first
game as a starter, he rushed for 274 yards and 4
touchdowns. He finished the year in excellent
style, gaining a total of 1,417 yards. However,
because of his small size, he was not highly recruited by colleges. One coach rejected him as a
“midget.”
Sanders decided to attend Oklahoma State Uni-

Barry Sanders. (AP/Wide World Photos)
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In his first season, Sanders won rookie
of the year honors, rushing for 1,470
yards, a record for a first-year player. In
On July 27, 1999, football fans awoke to a stunning announcement:
his second season, he led the league in
Detroit Lions star running back Barry Sanders was retiring. Overnight he
rushing, averaging 5.1 yards per carry.
had faxed a statement to The Wichita Eagle newspaper stating that he was
retiring from professional football immediately. The thirty-one-year-old
He earned a reputation as the most eluSanders was within 1,500 yards of overtaking Walter Payton to become
sive runner ever. When grabbed, he could
the leading rusher in NFL history—a mark he could have achieved in one
throw off tacklers with acrobatic spin
healthy season. In the year before he retired, Sanders had gained 1,491 tomoves and twists of his solid frame. He
tal yards rushing. The year before that, he had rushed for 2,053 yards with
invented a move dubbed the “jump cut,”
an incredible average of 6.1 yards per carry. Sanders offered no explanain which he would jump in the air and
tion for his surprise decision other than that his “desire to exit the game
change direction. Offensive and defen[was] greater than [his] desire to stay in it.” He failed to return phone calls
sive players piled up in his wake while
from his coaches.
he raced toward the end zone. To fans,
It was not an inexpensive decision. The Lions sued Sanders for his
Sanders was an electrifying runner, feint$11 million signing bonus. An arbitrator found for the team and oring and cutting through broken-field fordered Sanders to return $7.3 million. Sanders refused to discuss the reasons for his retirement for several years. In his 2003 autobiography,
mations. Sanders also earned a reputation
he was more revealing, explaining that a chief reason for his retirement
for sportsmanship. He never performed
was his frustration at the failure of the Lions to put together a winning
touchdown dances or celebrated after
team. In the end, his refusal to play solely to attain the all-time rushhis spectacular runs. Instead, he politely
ing record was in character for a man who embodied humility and
handed the ball to the referee and then
teamwork.
quietly trotted to the huddle or the bench.
In 1991, Sanders rushed for an alltime Lions record of 1,548 yards, helping
the team finish with a 12-4 record. The
his junior year. He promptly put together one of the
Lions lost the National Football Conference championgreatest seasons ever played in college football. Sanders
ship game, falling just shy of making the Super Bowl. In
broke twenty-six National Collegiate Athletic Associa1994, Sanders ran for 1,883 yards. He possessed another
tion (NCAA) records for a running back, averaging the
great attribute for a running back: sure hands. From 1993
most rushing yards per game (232) and the most points
to 1995, he rushed 703 times without a fumble. In 1996,
per game (21). He rushed for a collegiate record 2,628
he ran for his eighth consecutive 1,000-yard season, an
yards and 37 touchdowns. Sanders won the Heisman
NFL record. In 1997, Sanders had his best individual
Trophy as the best college player for the 1988 season.
year in the NFL. He ran for a record fourteen consecutive
Forgoing his senior year of college, he was drafted by the
100-yard games and finished with 2,053 rushing yards
Detroit Lions with the third pick of the 1989 National
for the season, the second-highest total ever. He won
Football League (NFL) draft.
most valuable player honors. The following season also
was spectacular: Sanders rushed for 1,491 yards and
Life’s Work
was selected to the Pro Bowl for the tenth consecutive
Some professional scouts remained doubtful of Sanyear.
ders’s prospects because of his small stature at 5 feet, 8
In the 1999 offseason, however, just before traininches tall and 180 pounds. The NFL was dominated by
ing camp, Sanders made a startling announcement. He
large, bruising running backs who could plow through
was retiring at the age of thirty-one, even though he
defenders. Sanders’s technique was to elude tackles by
was within sight of Walter Payton’s all-time rushing
any method possible, scampering around the field—as
record. Speculation and even recriminations followed
he described it, like a “scared rabbit.” With great speed,
Sanders’s decision but he would not budge. A reserved
vision, balance, and agility, he was capable of bursting
man, Sanders settled into a quiet retirement. He lived
through any hole in the defensive line. With explosivein Michigan with his wife, Lauren Campbell Sanders,
ness and lateral acceleration, he was hard to catch. With a
and their three children. An older son from a previous
low center of gravity and massive, powerful legs, he was
relationship, Barry James Sanders, was emerging as a
just as hard to bring down.
star high school football player. On August 8, 2004,

Barry Sanders’s Decision to Retire
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Sanders was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
On November 25, 2004, the Lions retired his jersey,
number 20.

reer spoke of a man who did not see record-breaking as
his ultimate goal.
—Howard Bromberg

Significance
Sanders is considered one of the three greatest running
backs in football history, along with Jim Brown and Walter Payton. His Heisman Trophy-winning season as an
OSU junior is considered one of the greatest seasons in
college football history. As a professional, he rushed for
more than 1,000 yards in each of his ten seasons, and for
more than 1,300 yards in all but his injury-shortened
1993 season. In half of those seasons, Sanders rushed for
more than 1,500 yards, an NFL record. He retired with a
total of 15,269 rushing yards, second only at the time to
Payton, who had 16,726 yards. As of 2010, he was
ranked third in career rushing yards, having been surpassed by his rival Emmitt Smith, who rushed for a total
of 18,355. (One sportswriter speculated that if Sanders
had played to the likely natural end of his career, he could
have rushed for 19,405 yards.) Football had never quite
seen a runner like Sanders, who bobbed and weaved
across the field, spun out of tackles, and cut back against
defenders with stunning agility. His modest demeanor
also made him popular at a time when flamboyant onfield celebrations had become commonplace. To the
shock and dismay of countless fans, he retired within
reach of the all-time rushing record, with his talents still
apparently at their peak. However, Sanders’s entire ca-

Further Reading
Babb, Kent. “What if Barry Sanders Hadn’t Retired
Early?” The Sporting News 228, no. 10 (March 8,
2004): 32-33. Babb projects that Sanders would have
gained an astounding 19,405 career yards if he had
kept playing until 2001.
Crompton, Samuel. Barry Sanders. New York: Chelsea
House, 2008. Concise biography for young readers.
Sanders, Barry, and Mark McCormick. Barry Sanders:
Now You See Him . . . His Story in His Own Words. Introduction by John Madden. Indianapolis, Ind.: Emmis Books, 2003. Sanders summarizes his career,
running techniques, and perspective on life, with surprisingly frank comments about his relationship with
his father and several coaches. Includes a complete
list of his statistics and awards.
Sanders, Charlie, and Larry Paladino. Tales from the Detroit Lions. Champaign, Ill.: Sports Publishing, 2005.
Charlie Sanders (no relation) was a player and executive on the Lions. He describes Barry Sanders’s ability
to anticipate the defense’s moves.
See also: Marcus Allen; Jim Brown; Marshall Faulk;
Franco Harris; Walter Payton; O. J. Simpson; Emmitt
Smith.
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Jean Toomer
Writer
Toomer was a novelist and writer of mixed ancestry.
His experimental novel Cane is considered one of the
masterpieces of the Harlem Renaissance.
Born: December 26, 1894; Washington, D.C.
Died: March 30, 1967; Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Also known as: Nathan Eugene Toomer; Jean
Pinchback Toomer; Eugene Pinchback Toomer
Area of achievement: Literature
Early Life
Nathan Eugene Toomer was born in Washington, D.C.,
in 1894 to a family of mixed ancestry and historical distinction. His father was Nathan Toomer, a planter from
North Carolina. His mother was Nina Pinchback, the
daughter of P. B. S. Pinchback, the Reconstruction governor of Louisiana who was the first African American
governor in the history of the United States. When Jean
Toomer’s father abandoned the family, Pinchback agreed
to support his daughter and grandson, but only if they
dropped the name Toomer and took the name Pinchback.
Later in life, however, Jean resumed his birth surname.

He also took the first name Jean, derived from his middle
name and from one of his favorite literary characters,
Jean Valjean, the hero of Victor Hugo’s epic novel Les
Miserables (1862).
In 1907, Toomer’s mother remarried, and the family
moved to New Rochelle, New York. Toomer attended
segregated schools, but because of his mixed ancestry
and light skin color, he attended both all-white and allblack schools. Because he was able to pass as either race,
Toomer decided to identify himself not as a member of
any one racial group but simply as an American.
After Toomer’s mother died in 1909, he returned to
live with his grandparents in Washington, D.C. After
graduating from M Street High School, Toomer attended
several colleges for short spans of time, pursuing various
studies in agriculture, psychology, physical education,
and literature. He made an intensive study of modern
novelists and poets, including Charles Dickens, Gustave
Flaubert, Fyodor Dostoevski, Walt Whitman, and Robert
Frost. When the United States became involved in World
War I, Toomer could not serve in the military because of
poor eyesight and other ailments. Instead, he spent his
1435
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Toomer, Jean
time reading and investigating modern ideas and movements: evolution, idealism, psychology, naturalism, theosophy, socialism, and Buddhism. In 1918, he started
writing a cycle of short stories. In 1920, he returned to
live with his grandparents in Washington, D.C.
Life’s Work
In 1921, Toomer accepted a position as substitute principal and teacher at the Sparta Agricultural and Industrial
Institute, an African American school in Georgia. It
was Toomer’s first visit to the Deep South, and it had a
profound effect on him. Although he stayed only two
months, he was moved by the culture, life, and music of
the southern African American community. Although
Toomer usually listed his race as white on official documents, his southern sojourn increased his identification
with his African American heritage. It also presented a
sharp contrast to the elite African American community
he knew in Washington, D.C.
As Toomer rode the train out of Sparta, he began writ-

ing his most significant work, Cane (1923). Toomer’s
study of great novelists and modern literary currents and
his meditations on the meaning of race are reflected in
this experimental work. Drawing on contemporary currents of literary modernism, filled with evocative imagery and symbols, and exploring American culture and racial identity, Cane had a profound impact on African
American writers and critics. It played a pivotal role
in the launching of the artistic movement known as the
Harlem Renaissance, a flowering of African American
literature and art in the 1920’s. Although Toomer was
pleased with the literary distinction accorded to his work,
he was troubled to find himself praised as an African
American writer instead of simply as a writer. Following
the publication of Cane, Toomer embarked on a prolific
decade. He wrote numerous short novels, plays, and stories but gained little circulation. His 1936 poem “Blue
Meridian” resumed his exploration of race.
Toomer also became deeply absorbed in philosophical and religious study. He came under the influence of
the Armenian mystic George Gurdjieff. In 1931,
Toomer attended a Gurdjieff summer workshop
in Wisconsin, where he met the white novelist
Margery Latimer. They married on October 30,
1931, but within a year, Margery died while giving
birth to their daughter, also named Margery. In
1934, Toomer married Marjorie Content, who
came from a wealthy banking family.
Although Toomer ended his association with
Gurdjieff over the mystic’s use of funds in 1935,
he continued to espouse Gurdjieff’s techniques.
Toomer also became drawn to Quakerism. In 1940,
he moved to Doylestown, Pennsylvania, to become a member of a Society of Friends community. He spent much of his time on Quaker activities, although he did publish some fiction and
poems in Quaker journals. In 1950, Toomer apparently ceased writing as he gradually fell into ill
health. In 1967, he died in Doylestown.

Jean Toomer. (The Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University Library)
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Significance
Toomer defies easy categorization as an individual and as a writer. He was born into a distinguished family but was reluctant to embrace his
patrician heritage, as reflected in the new name he
crafted for himself. He not only refused to be categorized by race but also rejected the idea that he
was a racial thinker, despite the sensitivity with
which his writing broached the subject of racial
identity. His genre-defying work Cane was ac-

African Americans
claimed as a leading effort by an
African American writer, but he rejected that qualification. A leading
light of the Harlem Renaissance, he
sought solace in religious communities, not ethnic fellowship. Toomer
was productive in the decades after
he wrote Cane but fell into obscurity.
In the 1960’s, his work was rediscovered and he was hailed as a major
voice of African American culture
and of the post-World War I “Lost
Generation.”
— Howard Bromberg

Toomer, Jean

CANE
Cane (1923) is considered Jean Toomer’s literary masterpiece. A short but
complex work of fiction, Cane is divided into three parts and includes a mix of
short stories, sketches, poems, and drama. These disparate elements are unified
by Toomer’s searching examination of the African American experience, in
both the rural South and the urban North. It is an experimental work that is at
times lyrical, melancholy, grotesque, cryptic, and hopeful.
The most significant section for understanding the work is the last section,
titled “Kabnis.” “Kabnis” is the story of a black southerner who is educated in
the North and returns to the South to teach. He finds life in the African American community of the South both alienating and comforting. “Kabnis” was inspired at least in part by Toomer’s own experience teaching in Sparta, Georgia.
Toomer published Cane in 1923. It had an important role in the nascent Harlem Renaissance. African American writers and critics were inspired by
Toomer’s daring use of imagist and symbolist literary techniques, and the
sense of alienation characteristic of the post-World War I “Lost Generation.”
On the basis of Cane, a brilliant literary future was predicted for the twentyeight-year-old Toomer. Instead, Cane represented the apex of Toomer’s career;
in the following years, he sank into obscurity. However, Cane was rediscovered in the 1960’s and reestablished Toomer’s reputation in the literary
firmament.

Further Reading
Alexander, Elizabeth. “1921: Jean
Toomer Travels to Sparta, Georgia.” In A New Literary History of
America, edited by Greil Marcus
and Werner Sollors. Cambridge,
Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 2009. This essay chronicles Toomer’s preparations for the writing of Cane in the broader context of
American culture and literature.
Feith, Michael, and Geneviève Fabre, eds. Jean Toomer
and the Harlem Renaissance. New Brunswick, N.J.:
Rutgers University Press, 2000. Wide-ranging collection of essays on the influence of Cane on the Harlem
Renaissance and worldwide. With a chronology of
Toomer’s life.
Ford, Karen. Split-Cut Song: Jean Toomer and the Poetics
of Modernity. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama
Press, 2005. A study of Toomer’s writings, especially
Cane, as examples of literary modernism.
Huggins, Nathan Irvin. Harlem Renaissance. Rev. ed.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2007. Influential
cross-disciplinary work on the Harlem Renaissance.
Describes Cane as the “most profound and provocative” effort to define an African American identity in
this period.
Kerman, Cynthia, and Richard Eldridge. The Lives of
Jean Toomer: A Hunger for Wholeness. Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1989. A life of

Toomer with an emphasis on his desire to transcend
racial categories.
McKay, Nellie. Jean Toomer, Artist: A Study of His Literary Life and Work, 1894-1936. Chapter Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1987. A study of Toomer’s contribution to African American literature and
how his life influenced his literature.
O’Daniel, Therman, ed. Jean Toomer: A Critical Evaluation. Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press,
1988. A large collection of essays on the life and work
of Toomer.
Whalen, Mark. Race, Manhood and Modernism in America: The Short Story Cycles of Sherwood Anderson
and Jean Toomer. Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 2007. A comparison of Anderson and Toomer
as geographical writers, enriched by an account of
their friendship.
See also: Arna Bontemps; Sterling A. Brown; Countée
Cullen; Paul Laurence Dunbar; Langston Hughes;
Zora Neale Hurston; Nella Larsen.
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Alexander Walters
Religious leader and activist
An energetic African Methodist Episcopal bishop,
Walters was the leading force in the National AfroAmerican Council, one of the first major civil rights
organizations for African Americans in the United
States.
Born: August 1, 1858; Bardstown, Kentucky
Died: February 2, 1917; Brooklyn, New York
Areas of achievement: Civil rights; Religion and
theology; Social issues
Early Life
Alexander Walters was born a slave on August 1, 1858,
in Bardstown, Kentucky. His parents, Henry Walters and
Harriet Mathers, also were slaves; Henry was the son of a
slave owner. Harriet was a devout Methodist of strong
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character. Alexander Walters was the fifth of eight children.
Walters was well educated in private schools. He was
an outstanding student and was selected by the local African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Zion Church for training for the ministry. AME Zion was a progressive denomination that had branches throughout the United
States. Walters graduated from school in 1875. In 1877,
he married his first wife, Katie Knox. They would have
five children before Katie died in 1896. In 1877, Walters
was licensed as a preacher in the Kentucky AME Zion
Churches. The next year, he was appointed pastor of
AME Zion churches in Corydon and Smith, Kentucky.
Recognizing his capabilities, the AME Zion Conferences elected Walters to successively higher positions in
the denomination. With great energy, he set about reviv-
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ing numerous churches in Kentucky. In 1883, he was appointed pastor of the Stockton Street Church in San Francisco, a historic church that had fallen on hard times and
that Walters helped revive. In 1886, he was briefly pastor
of the Chattanooga Church before being appointed to the
Mother AME Zion Church in New York City, where the
denomination had been founded in October, 1796. On
May 4, 1892, Walters was elected by the AME Zion General Conference as a bishop of the church; at thirty-four
years of age, he was one of the youngest bishops ever appointed by that denomination. His Episcopal district included Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas, California, West
Tennessee, Mississippi, and Oregon. AME Zion was a
socially oriented denomination that emphasized education, progress in society, and civil rights. In 1896, Walters’s wife died, and he married Emeline Virginia Bird.
They would have one child before Emeline’s death in
1902. Walters later married Lelia Coleman.
Life’s Work
As Walters advanced through the ranks of the church, he
became more active in working for the benefit of the African American community. He was dismayed by the
plight of African Americans and began to organize efforts to win civil rights. He placed blame on the Republican Party for the political compromise of 1877, in which
the Republicans agreed to end Reconstruction in return
for securing the presidency for Rutherford B. Hayes.
Walters wrote that the Republican Party had “sold out”
African Americans. In March, 1896, he spoke out
against white labor unions for excluding African Americans from industrial jobs.
Alarmed in 1898 by the increase of violence against
African Americans, Walters assisted the journalist
T. Thomas Fortune in reestablishing the National AfroAmerican Council as the leading civil rights organization
in the country. Many leaders of the African American
community joined the council. Walters was elected president, and the group immediately spoke out against
lynching, the convict-lease system, railroad segregation,
and discrimination in the workplace as the greatest evils
facing African Americans. He served as the council’s
president from 1898 to 1904 and again from 1906 to
1907. In addition to Walters and Fortune, Booker T.
Washington and Congressman George White were
mainstays of the council. As president, Walters advocated for the use of the term “Afro-American” in place of
“colored” or “Negro.” However, because of rifts in the
National Afro-American Council, Walters launched the
National Independent Political League in 1907. For the
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rest of his life, Walters was a strong advocate of literacy,
industrial work, and accumulation of resources as the
surest path to civil rights.
In 1900, Walters was elected president of the PanAfrican Association, which was dedicated to assisting
people of African descent throughout the world. He grew
increasingly interested in African affairs and served as
the nonresident AME Zion bishop of Africa from 1904 to
1908, visiting Africa and the West Indies in furtherance
of his duties. In 1908, Walters denounced the traditional
allegiance of African Americans to the Republican Party
and became an ardent Democrat. As head of the National
Colored Democratic League, he made several speeches
describing how the party of Abraham Lincoln had betrayed African Americans. In this manner, Walters anticipated one of the seismic shifts of American political history: the switch of allegiance of African Americans from
the Republican to the Democratic Party over the course
of the twentieth century.
Walters originally was an ally of Booker T. Washington and a supporter of his gradualist approach to civil
rights. By 1906, however, his sympathies had shifted toward the more activist perspective of W. E. B. Du Bois. In
light of the rise of racial violence against African Americans, Walters became an outspoken critic of Washington’s pacifist approach. He threw his considerable influence behind Du Bois and the newly founded National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP), serving on its first national committee. As
an ardent Democrat, Walters was disappointed when
Woodrow Wilson’s election as president in 1912 did not
bring appointments of African Americans to federal
positions, but he apparently did not object to Wilson’s
segregationist policies. Walters died in Brooklyn, New
York, on February 2, 1917.
Significance
Walters’s work as a bishop for the AME Zion Church led
him into civil rights work for the African American community. He was appalled by the conditions of African
American life he saw in his pastoral travels, and he was
alarmed by the upsurge of violence against African
Americans in the waning years of the nineteenth century.
As a result, Walters helped launch one of the first major
civil rights organizations for African Americans in
American history, the National Afro-American Council.
In its major goals, the National Afro-American Council
was not a success, but it paved the way for the founding
of the NAACP and the National Urban League. Walters’s
work in the National Afro-American Council reflects
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his prescience in civil rights matters. He foreshadowed
much of the future Civil Rights movement in its leadership by African American clergy, the transition of the
bulk of African Americans from supporters of the Republican Party to mainstays of the Democratic Party, his
insistence on integration of industrial labor, and even his
advocacy of the term “Afro-American” as a more accurate appellation for African Americans.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Justesen, Benjamin. Broken Brotherhood: The Rise and
Fall of the National Afro-American Council. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008. History of the National Afro-American Council as the
first national civil rights organization in the United
States and as predecessor to the NAACP and the National Urban League. Illustrated.
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Norrell, Robert. Up from History: The Life of Booker T.
Washington. Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of
Harvard University, 2009. A comprehensive biography of the multidimensional Booker T. Washington,
who advocated an accommodationist approach to uplifting African Americans. The author describes how
Walters’s increasing activism turned him from an ally
of Washington to a critic.
Walters, Alexander. My Life and Work. New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1917. Walters’s memoirs include
lengthy quotations from the resolutions of the various
religious and civil rights groups in which he was involved. He also explains his views on racial equality
and civil rights.
See also: W. E. B. Du Bois; Henry McNeal Turner;
Booker T. Washington; Walter White.
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Y
Frank Yerby
Writer
Yerby is the best-selling African American author of all
time. His thirty-three historical novels have sold more
than sixty million copies.
Born: September 5, 1916; Augusta, Georgia
Died: November 29, 1991; Madrid, Spain
Also known as: Frank Garvin Yerby
Area of achievement: Literature
Early Life
Frank Gavin Yerby (YUR-bee) was born in Augusta,
Georgia, on September 5, 1916, to Rufus and Wilhelmina Smythe Yerby. Rufus was African American; Wilhelmina was of Scotch-Irish ancestry. From an early age,
Frank Yerby was absorbed by books and wrote juvenilia.
He attended Haines Normal and Industrial Institute and
then Paine College, an African American institution in
Augusta, Georgia. Meanwhile, he published short stories
and verse in college journals and local magazines.
Yerby graduated from Paine in 1937. In 1938, he received a master’s degree in English from Fisk University.
Over the next few years, Yerby led a peripatetic existence
while continuing to write short stories. He began a doctoral program in English at the University of Chicago. He
worked for the Federal Writers’ Project, a New Deal program that employed writers to document the cultural life
of the United States. He taught English at several African
American institutions, including Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical College and Southern University. After
the United States entered World War II, Yerby worked in
defense factories in Dearborn, Michigan, and Queens,
New York. In 1941, he married Flora Williams, with
whom he would have four children.
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Life’s Work
In 1944, Yerby gained his first critical recognition when
he won the O. Henry Memorial Award for his short
story “Health Card,” which dealt with race relations in
the military. Other short stories he published early in

Frank Yerby. (Library of Congress)
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of melodramatic encounters, sensual
relationships, and raw power. Yerby
became known as the “King of the
The Dahomean: An Historical Novel (1971) generally is considered Frank
Costume Novel.” Many writers tried
Yerby’s finest novel. It is recognized for its dramatic story, realistic portrayal of
to duplicate this formula, but few
a decadent African tribe, unflinching depiction of human evil, and harrowing
account of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. Nyasanu Dosu Agausu Hwesu
could match Yerby’s success. In
Gbokau Kesu (known as Hwesu) is the son of the king of the empire of Daho1947, he published The Vixens, a semey, a powerful West African kingdom in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuquel to The Foxes of Harrow. The
ries. Valiant in battle, passionate in love, and revered by his subjects, Prince
Golden Hawk (1948) is set among
Hwesu is treacherously betrayed by his envious brother. He is sold into slavery
pirates and Pride’s Castle (1949) in
and transported by slave ship to the New World, where he is purchased by two
the age of the American robber barMaryland farmers and given the name Wesley Parks. Yerby’s language is
ons. Judas, My Brother (1968) is a
heightened by the tragic and even horrific elements of the story. The opportutale of early Christianity. The Girl
nity to write about African history spurred Yerby to explore the anthropology
from Storyville (1972) is set in the
of an African empire. The barbaric practices of the African tribes and the slave
notorious red-light district of New
trade are graphically depicted. A Darkness at Ingraham’s Crest (1979) is
Orleans. His twenty-sixth novel, The
Yerby’s sequel to The Dahomean. Hwesu, now the slave Wesley Parks, calls on
all of his talents and shrewdness to confound and resist his white masters. In a
Voyage Unplanned (1974), is set in
common dilemma facing Yerby’s protagonists, Parks has to triumph over a
Nazi-occupied France. His last novel,
merciless society though his superior wit.
McKenzie’s Hundred (1985), takes
place during the Civil War.
By 2011, Yerby’s thirty-three novels had sold more than sixty million
his career include “Young Man Afraid” (1937), “Love
copies in eighty-two countries and had been translated
Story” (1937), “White Magnolias” (1944), “Homecominto more than thirty languages. Twelve of his novels
ing” (1946), and “My Brother Went to College” (1946).
were best sellers; three were made into films. In his essay
To support his growing family, Yerby made the decision
“How and Why I Write the Costume Novel,” published
to write a novel accessible to the general reading public
in the October, 1959, edition of Harper’s magazine,
and capable of mass sales. He succeeded on his first try.
Yerby compared his popular success with canonical
In 1946, he published the novel The Foxes of Harrow.
writers who also wrote best sellers, such as Charles DickThe story is set in New Orleans in 1825 and opens with
ens, William Thackeray, and Alexandre Dumas. Neverthe arrival of the white protagonist, gambler Stephen
theless, he was scorned on two counts. His costume novFox. To the dismay of the feudal plantation owners who
els were called shallow and hackneyed. With the rise of
dominate the South, Fox wins a fortune, as well as the
the Civil Rights movement, he was criticized for neglectlove of several women. With his winnings, Fox builds
ing the plight of African Americans. Almost all of the
Harrow, the largest mansion in Louisiana. The Foxes of
protagonists in his novels are white men engaged in adHarrow became an immediate best seller, the first such
venture and romance. Historical depictions of race relamass success by an African American novelist. Within a
tions were included more for local color than for socioyear, more than one million copies had been sold. In
logical perspective.
1947, the book was made into a Hollywood feature film
Partly in response to this criticism, Yerby wrote his
starring Rex Harrison and Maureen O’Hara and nomifirst African American protagonist in Speak Now (1969).
nated for an Academy Award, although Yerby did not apHowever, the novel still followed his “costume” formula.
prove of the screen adaptation. In the decades following
He did write a protest novel, The Tent of Shem (1963), but
its publication, The Foxes of Harrow is estimated to have
it was never published. His most critically acclaimed
sold about twelve million copies.
work, The Dahomean: An Historical Novel (1971), is a
Yerby had found a formula for literary success to
story of a valiant African prince betrayed into slavery
which he remained faithful. His novels were set in roand transported in the trans-Atlantic slave trade. In addimantically perceived historical periods, usually the antetion to his historical novels, Yerby wrote well-received
bellum South. Yerby, who had a talent for historical
short stories such as “The Homecoming” and poems
research, re-created period details. His plots were oversuch as “The Fishes and the Poet’s Hands.”
wrought with heroic characters triumphing in a world
Yerby left the United States to move to France in 1952
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and Spain in 1955. He divorced Flora and married
Blanca Calle-Perez in 1956. Blanca served as his literary
helpmate for the rest of his life. Yerby lived reclusively in
Spain until his death in 1991 from congestive heart failure. In 2004, Yerby’s childhood home was moved to the
campus of Paine College to serve as a memorial.
Significance
Yerby is the best-selling African American author in history, having sold more than sixty million copies of his romance novels. His major themes are tensions between
the sexes, people’s capacity for heroism or exploitation,
and material success that is seized by superior wits and
valor. Although most of his novels are set in the antebellum South, he depicted historical periods ranging from
the Peloponnesian War to twentieth century Latin America. Other historical periods and events that Yerby recreated in his fiction include the Crusades, Caribbean piracy, the French Revolution, the California gold rush, the
American Civil War, the American Gilded Age, the
Spanish Civil War, and World War II. Although his talent
for historical research rendered each period authentic
and elaborate, his plots have been described as melodramatic and conventional. Nevertheless, Yerby’s novels
reimagine history, revising notions of the Old South, the
Confederacy, and glorified notions of other cultures. Because his protagonists mostly are white aristocrats engaged in torrid romances and fighting for fortunes and
dynasties, Yerby was criticized for not writing novels of
social protest or addressing issues of racial justice. However, his millions of fans enjoyed his picaresque plots,
soaked in period detail, and his distinctive rendering of
human nature’s good and bad sides throughout history.
—Howard Bromberg
Further Reading
Glasrud, Bruce, and Laurie Champion. “‘The Fishes and
the Poet’s Hands’: Frank Yerby, a Black Author in
White America.” Journal of American and Compara-
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tive Cultures 23, no. 4 (Winter, 2000): 15-21. Explores the stages of Yerby’s literary career in which he
wrestled with the role of race in his writing.
Hill, James. “Yerby, Frank.” In The Concise Oxford
Companion to African American Literature, edited by
William Andrews, Francis Foster, and Trudier Harris.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2001. Argues
that Yerby’s significance lies in his unyielding critique of the romanticized views of the Old South,
planter aristocracy, and the Confederacy, as well as
myths of other cultures.
Jarrett, Gene. “‘For Endless Generations’: Myth, Dynasty, and Frank Yerby’s The Foxes of Harrow.” The
Southern Literary Journal 39, no. 1 (Fall, 2006): 5470. Compares the southern dynasty created by Stephen Fox, the hero of The Foxes of Harrow, with that
of Sutpen in William Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom!
(1936).
_______. “The Race Problem Was Not a Theme for Me.”
In Deans and Truants: Race and Realism in African
American Literature. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2007. Explores Yerby’s novels,
especially The Foxes of Harrow, in the context of
Yerby’s predilection to not write about “the race
problem.”
Moore, Jack. “The Guilt of the Victim: Racial Themes in
Some Frank Yerby Novels.” Journal of Popular Culture 8, no. 4 (Spring, 1975): 746-756. Discusses the
treatment in Yerby’s fiction of the complicity of African Americans in their own victimization.
Stovall, Eugene. Frank Yerby: A Victim’s Guilt—A
Transformative Novel. Oakland, Calif.: Regent Press,
2006. A novel in which Yerby mixes with the characters of his novels, allowing for a sustained conversation about many of the themes of Yerby’s novels, including that of racial victimization.
See also: Barbara Chase-Riboud; Alex Haley; Terry
McMillan; Alice Walker; Margaret Walker.

